Welcome to Minneapolis and the 2016 NAADAC Annual Conference

Embracing Today, Empowering Tomorrow
NAADAC Session Rooms

SECOND LEVEL MEETING ROOMS

MAIN LEVEL MEETING ROOMS
As NAADAC President, I, the Minnesota Addiction Professionals (MNAP), and NAADAC's partners welcome you to the 2016 NAADAC Annual Conference: Embracing Today, Empowering Tomorrow. We are thrilled to be holding our conference in Minneapolis.

This conference not only includes a strong lineup of keynote and plenary speakers, but also a multitude of workshops with the latest innovations, best practices, trends and issues that impact all addiction-focused professionals, address challenges, and advances the treatment of addiction and substance use disorders. I'm confident you'll have an outstanding learning experience and encourage you to share your experience through social media and your networks.

The conference isn't all about learning, however. It is also about networking and having fun! As in the past, we will be recognizing contributions to the addiction profession and outstanding achievement efforts at our awards luncheon. You'll have plenty of time to network during breaks in the Exhibit Hall, at the Student, New Member, and Opening Receptions, at the President’s Awards Luncheon, during early morning exercises, and at Movie Night. I also encourage you to come to the NAADAC Education & Research Foundation (NERF) Auction on Sunday night for music and fun, all while supporting all of the important work funded by NERF. It is open to all!

The Exhibit Hall features over 75 exhibitors showcasing products, services, and resources. Attendees have the opportunity to win prizes from exhibitors and NAADAC through its Exhibitor Passport game.

The NAADAC Executive Committee and Board of Directors will be conducting business meetings during the conference and will be available to you to help with any issues you may have. Please feel free to approach any of us while at the conference. As President, I personally hope to meet as many of you as possible and learn what the needs are in your home states.

In closing, I want to thank all of the wonderful sponsors and partners for their support in this year's conference. We couldn't have put it together without you and I hope to meet with as many of you as possible. Please visit the exhibit hall and give them your thanks and appreciation as well.

I also want to thank Executive Director Cynthia Moreno Tuohy and the NAADAC staff for all of their hard work in putting this conference together on top of their already busy demands at the NAADAC office. I thoroughly hope you enjoy Minneapolis and the Conference!

Kirk Bowden, PhD, MAC, LISAC, NCC, LPC
NAADAC President
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 2016
10:00 am – 4:00 pm Lakeshore A
INCASE Board Meeting
4:00 pm – 7:00 pm Nicollet Promenade
Registration
6:00 pm – 7:30 pm Lakeshore A
NASAC Advisory Board Meeting
7:30 pm – 9:00 pm Lakeshore A
NASAC Commissioners Meeting

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2016
7:30 am – 7:00 pm Nicollet Promenade
Registration
7:30 am – 9:00 pm Nicollet Promenade
Journeys of Life Bookstore Open
7:30 am – 8:30 am Lakeshore C
Continental Breakfast for Pre-Conference Attendees
8:00 am – 5:00 pm Lakeshore A
NAADAC Executive Committee Meeting
8:30 am – 5:00 pm See daily schedule page 10 for locations
PRE-CONFERENCE SESSIONS
10:00 am – 10:15 am Lakeshore C
Morning Break for Pre-Conference Attendees
12:00 pm – 1:00 pm Lakeshore C
Lunch for Pre-Conference Attendees
2:00 pm – 4:00 pm Lakeshore A
NMFP-AC Orientation
3:30 pm – 3:45 pm Lakeshore C
Afternoon Break for Pre-Conference Attendees
6:00 pm – 7:00 pm Skyway A&B
New Member & Student Reception
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm Exhibit Hall
NAADAC Bookstore in Exhibit Hall
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm Exhibit Hall
Welcome Reception in Exhibit Hall
9:00 pm – 10:00 pm Lakeshore A
Mutual Support Meeting

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 2016
By Appointment Only Minnehaha
NCC AP Testing
6:30 am – 7:30 am Stay Fit Gym – Spin Room
Zumba
7:00 am – 5:00 pm Nicollet Promenade
Journeys of Life Bookstore Open
7:00 am – 8:00 am Exhibit Hall
Continental Breakfast in Exhibit Hall
7:30 am – 4:30 pm Nicollet Promenade
Registration
7:30 am – 4:30 pm Exhibit Hall
NAADAC Bookstore in Exhibit Hall
7:30 am – 4:30 pm Exhibit Hall
Exhibit Hall & Poster Presentations
8:00 am – 5:00 pm Lakeshore C
NCC AP Meeting
8:00 am – 9:45 am Nicollet A-C
Morning Keynote Session
8:30 am – 5:00 pm Nicollet D1 & D2
Day 2 of DOT/SAP Qualification & Requalification Course
9:45 am – 10:00 am Exhibit Hall
Morning Break in Exhibit Hall
10:00 am – 11:30 am See daily schedule pages 13–15 for locations
SATURDAY MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS
11:30 am – 12:30 pm
Regional Caucus Meetings
Mid-Atlantic Regional Caucus Greenway Ballroom A
Mid-Central Regional Caucus Greenway Ballroom B
Mid-South Regional Caucus Greenway Ballroom C
North Central Regional Caucus Greenway Ballroom D
Northeast Regional Caucus Greenway Ballroom E
Northwest Regional Caucus Greenway Ballroom F
Southeast Regional Caucus Greenway Ballroom G
Southwest Regional Caucus Greenway Ballroom H
International Regional Caucus Greenway Ballroom I
12:30 pm – 2:30 pm Exhibit Hall
Lunch in Exhibit Hall
2:30 pm – 4:00 pm See daily schedule pages 15–16 for locations
SATURDAY AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS
4:00 pm – 4:15 pm Exhibit Hall
Afternoon Break in Exhibit Hall
4:15 pm – 5:30 pm Nicollet A-C
Afternoon Keynote Session
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm Meet at Registration at 5:40 pm
StepUP Tour
6:30 pm – 8:30 pm Nicollet A-C
Movie Night
6:30 pm – 8:30 pm Kirk Bowden’s Suite
NCC AP/Executive Committee Meeting
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm Meet at Registration at 5:30 pm
Hazelden Center City Tour
7:00 pm – 8:00 pm Mirage
INCASE Membership Meeting
### SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm – 10:00 pm</td>
<td>Mirage</td>
<td>INCASE Reception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 pm – 10:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore A</td>
<td>Mutual Support Meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2016

**By Appointment Only**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:30 am – 7:00 am</td>
<td>Skyway A &amp; B</td>
<td>Sunday Religious Services – Catholic Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 am – 7:00 am</td>
<td>Greenway A</td>
<td>Sunday Religious Services – Non-Denominational Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 am – 7:00 am</td>
<td>Stay Fit Gym – Spin Room</td>
<td>Zumba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 4:30 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
<td>Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 3:00 pm</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, NAADAC Bookstore, and Poster Presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 4:30 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
<td>Journeys of Life Bookstore Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 8:30 am</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast in Exhibit Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am – 4:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore C</td>
<td>NCC AP Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Regency</td>
<td>NAADAC Board of Directors Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 10:00 am</td>
<td>Nicollet A–C</td>
<td>Morning Keynote Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall</td>
<td>Morning Break in Exhibit Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 am – 11:45 am</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
<td>See daily schedule pages 16–18 for locations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, 2016

**By Appointment Only**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:30 am – 7:30 am</td>
<td>Stay Fit Gym – Spin Room</td>
<td>Zumba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
<td>Registration &amp; NAADAC Bookstore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 8:30 am</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
<td>Journeys of Life Bookstore Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am – 4:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore C</td>
<td>NCC AP Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 9:00 am</td>
<td>Nicollet A–C</td>
<td>Q &amp; A with NAADAC President and Executive Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am – 10:30 am</td>
<td>Nicollet A–C</td>
<td>Morning Keynote Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am – 10:45 am</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
<td>Morning Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am – 8:00 am</td>
<td>Lakeshore Foyer</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast for Post-Conference Attendees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 pm – 4:15 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
<td>Lunch in Exhibit Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 pm – 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet A–C</td>
<td>Afternoon Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 pm – 6:00 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet A–C</td>
<td>Afternoon Keynote Session &amp; Closing Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 pm – 10:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore A</td>
<td>Mutual Support Meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POST-CONFERENCE SESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 2016
10:00 AM – 4:00 pm Lakeshore A
INCASE Board Meeting
6:00 pm – 7:30 pm Lakeshore A
NASAC Advisory Board Meeting
7:30 pm – 9:00 pm Lakeshore A
NASAC Commissioners Meeting

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2016
8:00 am – 5:00 pm Lakeshore A
NAADAC Executive Committee Meeting

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 2016
8:00 am – 5:00 pm Lakeshore C
NCC AP Meeting
6:30 pm – 8:30 pm Kirk Bowden’s Suite
NCC AP/Executive Committee Meeting
7:00 pm – 8:00 pm Mirage
INCASE Membership Meeting

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2016
8:00 am – 4:00 pm Lakeshore C
NCC AP Meeting
8:00 am – 5:00 pm Regency
NAADAC Board of Directors Meeting

MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, 2016
8:00 am – 4:00 pm Lakeshore C
NCC AP Meeting

Download NAADAC’s 2016 Annual Conference App!
By using our mobile app, you will get the most up-to-date information on:
- Conference meeting information
- Schedule and room changes
- Maps and locations
- Speaker, Exhibitor, Partner, and Sponsor information
- Session handouts
- Instant notification about special announcements and much more...

You can download the app in many ways!
- Search for “NAADAC” in the Apple App Store or Google Play Store
- Text “NAADAC” to 99000.
- Scan the QR Code below.
- Have a Blackberry or Windows phone? Access the 2016 Annual Conference App online at http://naadac.eventpedia.us

Help to bring wholeness to those seeking life-affirming recovery
Become a counselor
Make a difference
Choose metrostate.edu
Metropolitan State University

Earn your Bachelor of Science in Alcohol and Drug Counseling, Master of Science in Alcohol and Drug Counseling, or Master of Science in Co-occurring Disorders Recovery Counseling
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**Registration/Information Desk Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 6</td>
<td>4:00 pm – 7:00 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 7</td>
<td>7:30 am – 7:00 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 8</td>
<td>7:30 am – 4:30 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 9</td>
<td>7:30 am – 4:30 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 10</td>
<td>7:30 am – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 11</td>
<td>7:00 am – 11:00 am</td>
<td>Nicollet Promenade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exhibit Hall Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 7</td>
<td>2:00 pm – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Exhibitor Set Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7:00 pm – 9:00 pm</td>
<td>Open for Welcome Reception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 8</td>
<td>7:30 am – 4:30 pm</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 9</td>
<td>7:30 am – 2:30 pm</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3:00 pm – 7:00 pm</td>
<td>Exhibitor Tear Down</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other Important Information**

**Mutual Support Meetings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 7</td>
<td>9:00 pm – 10:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 8</td>
<td>9:00 pm – 10:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 9</td>
<td>9:00 pm – 10:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 10</td>
<td>9:00 pm – 10:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accessing Conference Materials**

To access the handouts for Annual Conference presentations, download our conference app from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store or visit [www.naadac.org/annualconferencematerials](http://www.naadac.org/annualconferencematerials).

**Smoking**

All workshops, meetings, general sessions and meal functions are smoke free. Please smoke in designated areas only.

**Lost and Found**

Any lost or found items should be brought to the attention of the hotel’s front desk.

**Upcoming Meetings**

Please check the NAADAC website, www.naadac.org, for updates on meetings and regional events.

**Guest Meal Tickets**

Extra meal tickets for the continental breakfasts and any lunch events can be purchased at the registration desk. The cost is $35 for breakfast and $50 for lunch.

**NAADAC Education & Research Foundation (NERF) Auction**

Please sign up to attend Sunday night’s free NERF Auction at the registration desk. Open to everyone! Please consult the schedule for full details.

**Business Services**

The hotel’s FedEx Office/business center can help with any copying, printing or faxing needs. The FedEx Office is staffed Monday – Friday, 8:00 am – 5:00 pm. Should you require copier access after hours, please use your hotel key card. For more information, please call 612.339.5641.

**Room Temperature**

We have limited control over the temperature in the meeting rooms. Please bring a coat or sweater to avoid being too cold.

**Cell Phones**

Please put your phone on silent or vibrate mode to avoid disrupting the sessions. Those who repeatedly violate this request will be asked to leave the sessions.

**Photo Release**

From time to time, NAADAC uses photographs of conference events in its promotional materials. Unless this permission is revoked in writing to NAADAC, all conference participants agree to the use of their likeness in such materials by the virtue of their attendance.

**Special Thanks to the 2016 Conference Committee**

Zach Hansen, EdD, LADC, NCC  
Brianna Hurley  
James Johnson, LADC, ICS  
Roy Kammer, EdD, LADC, ADCR-MN, CPPR, LPC (SD), NCC  
Roxanne Kibben, MA  
Therissa Libby, Ph.D  
Tanya Line, MPS, LADC  
Andrew Memelink, LADC  
Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP  
Deborah Mosby, MS, LADC, CPP  
Linda Pratt, LAC  
Amanda Richards, MA, LPCC, LADC, MT-BC  
Julie Rohovit, PhD  
Mark Sander, LCSW, CADC  
Diane Sevening, EdD, LAC  
Kevin Spading, LICSW, LADC, CPP  
Theodore Tessier, MA, LMFT, LADC  
Jill Traynor, LADC  
Debra Wamsley, MA, LADC  
HeidiAnne Werner  
John Wieglenda, LAC
Continuing Education Approval

Participants may earn up to 34 Continuing Education (CE) Hours. This educational program has been approved, accredited, and is accepted for continuing education hours by the following:

- This program has been approved by NAADAC, the Association for Addiction Professionals for continuing education credits. NAADAC Provider # 189.
- NAADAC, the Association for Addiction Professionals has been approved by the California Association for Alcohol/Drug Educators (CAADE) (#CP30 696 P 0000).
- The American Probation & Parole Association has accredited NAADAC, the Association for Addiction Professionals as a continuing education provider.
- NAADAC is a California Consortium of Addiction Programs & Professionals (CCAPP/CFAAP/CAADAC) Provider #OS-07-100-0816.
- NAADAC has been approved by National Board of Certified Counselors (NBCC) as an Approved Continuing Education Provider, Acep No. 5703. Programs that do not qualify for NBCCE credit are clearly identified with ▲ symbols. NAADAC is solely responsible for all aspects of this program.
- The NAADAC 2016 Annual Conference is approved by the National Association of Social Workers (Approval # 886480326-3744) for Social Work continuing education contact hours.

NAADAC CEs are accepted by the Alaska Commission for Behavioral Health Certification, Arizona Board for the Certification of Addiction Counselors (ABCAC), Arizona Board of Behavioral Health Examiners (ABBHE), Association of Christian Alcohol and Drug Counselors (ACADC), Breining Institute, The Center for Addiction Studies and Research, Alcohol and Drug Abuse Certification Board (ADACBGA), Georgia Addiction Counselors Association (GACA), Idaho Board of Alcohol/Drug Counselors Certification, Inc. (IBADCC), Indiana Association for Addiction Professionals (IAPP), Indiana Counselors Association on Alcohol and Drug Abuse (ICAAD), Kansas Coalition of Prevention Programs and Services, Inc., Kentucky Board of Certification of Alcohol and Drug Counselors (KBCADC), Bureau of Substance Abuse Services, Michigan Certification Board for Addiction Professionals (MCPAP), Minnesota Certification Board, Inc. (MCB), Montana Licensed Addiction Counselors Program, Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services, Nevada Board of Examiners for Alcohol, Drug, and Gambling Counselors, New Hampshire Board of Licensing for Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Professionals, The Addiction Professional Certification Board, Inc., New Mexico Counseling and Therapy Practice Board, Oklahoma Drug and Alcohol Professional Counselor Certification Board, Oklahoma State Board of Licensed Drug and Alcohol Counselors, Addiction Counselor Certification Board of Oregon (ACCBO), The South Carolina Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors, (SCAADAC), Certification Board for Alcohol and Drug Professionals (CBADP), State of Tennessee Department of Health, Texas Department of State Health Services, Association of Utah Substance Abuse Professionals (AUSAP), Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing, Washington State Department of Health, Mental Health Professionals Licensing Board, and New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (OASAS).

NAADAC CEs are accepted by many state licensure and certification boards. Please check with your local board if it is not listed above.

Annual Conference Continuing Education Certificates and Evaluations

To apply for your continuing education credits, please go online to www.naadac.org/ac16-ce-information.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Track attended sessions: In the attendee packet of information, a paper form has been provided for all attendees to keep track of their session attendance by writing down the specific word announced at the beginning and end of each session. Without this word, attendees will be unable to receive credit for the session attended. Please note, session tracking is solely the responsibility of the attendee, and NAADAC cannot be held responsible for this information. Missed words will not be given out after the session. Please make sure you know the word before leaving the end of the session.

2. Enter attendance info online: Sign-in to your NAADAC profile by visiting www.naadac.org and clicking on the Member Sign-In button in the upper right-hand corner of the screen. Please be sure to use the same sign-in information used to register for the conference. If you are unable to remember your sign-in information, please use the retrieval link on the sign-in page. Please contact NAADAC at naadac@naadac.org or call 800.548.0497 for assistance.

Once you have successfully logged in, click on the My Quizzes link on your landing page. Follow the links to the 2016 Conference Evaluations. Locate and click on the name of the annual conference educational session you attended from the list, then enter the word of the session to verify your attendance.

By completing the evaluations for a CE certificate, you are attesting to attending the associated educational session at the NAADAC Annual Conference. Applying for CE credit for an educational session you did not attend is an ethical violation and NAADAC will pursue offenders.

Press “Start.”

3. Complete each evaluation question based on your experience during the educational session.

After all evaluation questions are complete, your CE certificate for the educational session will appear automatically for you to print now or save for later, and a copy will be emailed to you automatically.

Repeat the steps for each educational session attended to obtain all earned CEs for the NAADAC Annual Conference.

Please note only NAADAC CE credit is available for Poster Sessions located on page 12 of the program. See page 12 for instructions on how to claim CE credit for Poster Sessions.

Questions continuing education credits process?

Go online to www.naadac.org/ac16-ce-information or contact Greg Potestio at gpotestio@naadac.org or call 800.548.0497 ext. 129.
THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR SPONSORS, EXHIBITORS, AND PARTNERS

SILVER SPONSORS

CUSTOM SPONSORS

PARTNERS

Addiction Technology Transfer Center Network
Funded by Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration

International Coalition for Addiction Studies Education

American Society of Addiction Medicine

CNS Productions, Inc.

Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation

Minnesota Addiction Professionals (MNAP)

NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESPONSIBLE GAMING

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AID

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ADDICTION TREATMENT PROVIDERS

New Roads Behavioral Health
**Thursday, October 6**
(Up to 3 business hours)

10:00 am – 4:00 pm  Lakeshore A
**INCASE Board Meeting**

4:00 pm – 7:00 pm  Nicollet Promenade
**Registration**

6:00 pm – 7:30 pm  Lakeshore A
**NASAC Advisory Board Meeting**

7:30 pm – 9:00 pm  Lakeshore A
**NASAC Commissioners Meeting**

---

**Friday, October 7**
(Up to 7 continuing education hours; 7 business hours)

7:30 am – 7:00 pm  Nicollet Promenade
**Registration**

7:30 am – 9:00 pm  Lakeshore C
**Journeys of Life Bookstore**

Journeys of Life’s Bookstore is your resource for books, tools, and fun items to enhance your work and your life. Stop by for book signings!

7:30 am – 8:30 am  Lakeshore C
**Continental Breakfast**

8:00 am – 5:00 pm  Lakeshore A
**NAADAC Executive Committee Meeting**

8:30 am – 5:00 pm

---

**FRIDAY PRE-CONFERENCE SESSIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Lakeshore C</td>
<td>Pre-Conference Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Niccol A1 &amp; A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning Break for Pre-Conference Attendees</td>
<td>Lakeshore C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 pm – 1:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore C</td>
<td>Lunch for Pre-Conference Attendees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 pm – 4:00 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore A</td>
<td>NMFP-AC Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 pm – 3:45 pm</td>
<td>Lakeshore C</td>
<td>Afternoon Break for Pre-Conference Attendees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 pm – 7:00 pm</td>
<td>Skyway A&amp;B</td>
<td>New Member &amp; Student Reception</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Pre-Conference Session**
**Nicollet B & C**

**Application of Dialectical Behavioral Therapy to Substance Use & Mental Health Disorders**

**CE Credits:** 7

**Kevin McCauley, MD and Eric Schmidt, MBA, MSW**

The presenters will host an interactive presentation about Dialectical Behavioral Therapy and its application to clients with co-occurring mental health and substance use disorders. Attendees will learn the clinical attributes of clients with dual-diagnosis, including behavioral and neurological etiology. Participants will learn and observe a role-play of a DBT strategy, validation, and will receive an overview of contingency strategies. A large amount of the presentation will be a demonstration of one of the five core modes of DBT, the Consultation Team. This will include a DBT mindfulness exercise and videos of an actual Consultation Team meeting, allowing the attendees to observe the actual application to DBT. The presenters will highlight the role of neuropathology in BPD symptomatology throughout the lecture.

---

**Understanding Marijuana: Pharmacology and New Findings**

**CE Credits:** 7

**Darryl S. Inaba, PharmD, CATC V, CADC III**

A growing body of medical evidence demonstrates marijuana (THC) in its current highly potent, newer concentrated forms (“edibles” and “BHO”), and especially the new synthetic cannabinoids (“Spice”), results in major medical and mental health problems. Evidence of increased risks for psychosis, schizophrenia, heart attacks, seizures, hyperemesis syndrome, decreased IQ, and even testicular cancer has been associated with cannabis abuse. This session will look at marijuana as a drug, current findings of its effects, new forms of abuse, its botany, chemistry, and pharmacology, and its major effects on the brain and body.
Saturday, October 8
(Up to 7 continuing education hours; 7 business hours)

By Appointment Only

NCC AP Testing
Onsite availability to take your MAC, NCAC I or NCAC II exam. Pre-registration required. Not open to onsite registration.

6:30 am – 7:30 am
Stay Fit Gym – Spin Room

Zumba
Join us for Zumba. Lace up your sneakers and start your day energized!
Sponsored by Optum.

7:00 am – 5:00 pm
Nicollet Promenade

Journeys of Life's Bookstore Open
Journeys of Life's Bookstore is your resource for books, tools, and fun items to enhance your work and your life. Stop by for book signings!

7:00 am – 8:00 am
Exhibit Hall

Continental Breakfast in Exhibit Hall

7:30 am – 4:30 pm
Nicollet Promenade

Registration

7:30 am – 4:30 pm
Exhibit Hall

Exhibit Hall Open

7:30 am – 4:30 pm
Exhibit Hall

NAADAC Bookstore Open
Visit NAADAC's Bookstore for NAADAC products, educational tools, and fun conference momentos!

SATURDAY NIGHT EVENTS

Register for Saturday Evening Events at the Registration Desk. Tours have limited space!

StepUP Tour
Augsburg College is home to the StepUP Program, one of the largest and most well-established collegiate recovery programs in the nation. With over 100 students, StepUP consists of both a residential program and a team of licensed counselors to support our students in their recovery, academics, and personal life. Attendees will visit Oren Gateway Center, home to both elements of the program, and enjoy a delicious catered dinner while discovering more about what recovery looks like in a college environment.

Hazelden Center City Tour
Please join Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation for an exclusive program and tour of Hazelden’s Center City, MN campus for NAADAC conference attendees. Attendees will hear from Hazelden Betty Ford experts about the latest research and evidence-based practices and be led on a tour of the campus. Dinner and transportation to/from the Hyatt Regency are provided. Register now as space is limited.

5:30 pm – Shuttle busses begin boarding at hotel
7:00 pm – Dinner, Program, and Tours begin
10:00 pm – Expected arrival back at hotel

Movie Night: How I Got Over
How I Got Over follows 15 formerly homeless and/or incarcerated women as they craft an original play, based on their harrowing true-life stories, to be performed one night only at The Kennedy Center. As observers of their creative process, viewers bear witness to their transformations from victim to artist, and to the performing arts’ capacity to heal trauma, create connection, and start a conversation.

With the nation’s capital as a fitting backdrop, How I Got Over was filmed in and around N Street Village — a Washington, D.C. temporary housing facility for low income and homeless women — during the program’s 12-week collaboration with Theatre Lab’s program Life Stories.
Poster Sessions

(Up to 1.5 Continuing Education hours; NAADAC continuing education credits only.)

To claim CE credits, please complete a Poster Presentation CE Validation Form and return the form to on-site registration desk or to NAADAC by email, fax, or mail.

Poster presenters will be with their presentations and available for questions and discussion on Saturday from 7:00 am to 8:00 am and 1:00 pm to 2:15 pm, and on Sunday from 7:30 am to 8:30 am and 12:30 pm to 2:15 pm. To receive CE credits, your form must be signed by the presenters during these times.

Addictions and Compulsions: A Ten-Week Course

TRACK: Co-Occurring Disorders CE Credits: .25
Jan Fertig, PhD

This poster showcases a ten-week interdisciplinary undergraduate course in substance and process addictions developed for a small, four-year private engineering university.

Acceptance & Commitment Therapy, EMDR and EFT Tapping for Treatment of Chronic Pain

TRACK: Clinical Skills CE Credits: .25
Michael G. Bricker, MS, CADC II, LPC

This poster presentation describes the combined usefulness of Acceptance & Commitment Therapy (ACT), Resource Tapping (an EMDR technique), and EFT Tapping (from Thought Field Therapy) to help patients with chronic pain. These interventions are evidence-based practices for both chronic physical pain and “diffuse pain syndromes” more often associated with MH disorders. Traditional medical interventions for all these disorders often rely on medications which predispose persons in recovery to relapse. Laurel Parnell’s Resource Tapping technique requires no formal training, and can effectively be taught to counselors and clients. EFT Tapping is a widely available resource that can be self-taught and self-administered, thus empowering clients to become active partners in their own healing.

Feedback Informed Treatment – How To Monitor For Improvement, Deterioration, And Stagnation

TRACK: Co-Occurring Disorders CE Credits: .25
Michael McGuire, LCSW, LMFT, LCAS, CCS-I

In counseling, how do individual therapists know what they’re doing is helping the client? How do supervisors monitor for effective treatment? And how does an agency ensure clinical success? Selecting an evidence-based treatment model is not enough. We have to know if the client in front of us is making progress, staying the same, or getting worse. Feedback Informed Treatment (FIT) is an empirically supported, pantheoretical approach for evaluating and improving the quality and effectiveness of behavioral health services. It involves routinely and formally soliciting feedback from clients regarding the therapeutic alliance and outcome of care and using the resulting information to inform and tailor service delivery.

Effectiveness of Military-Themed Treatment Programs: A Meta-Analysis of Predictors of Success

TRACK: Cultural Humility CE Credits: .25
Elizabeth Donnellan, Med, ABD, FT

Veterans diagnosed with SUD are often treated in military themed programs offered either by the VA or by military base staff. These programs are not always effective for veterans since triggers for substance use are related to their military memories or attitude towards their service time. This meta-analysis explores whether there are specific characteristics (e.g., motivation) that can be used to screen veterans entering programs to determine whether they best fit with a military or non-military themed treatment program. The outcomes of this study can be used for further research into the creation of a screening model.


TRACK: Clinical Skills CE Credits: .25
Cynthia Turner, LCSW, LSATP

Approximately 6% of the population suffers from a severe alcohol use disorder. They and their loved ones will experience devastating consequences. Most traditional treatments are geared for their recovery, yet there are over 90 million people that have a gap in services. They will avoid getting help for fear of being labeled alcoholic, forced into treatment, made to attend 12-step meetings, and told to stop drinking completely. We need to find ways to help this large number of alcohol users who are not experiencing addiction, but may be dealing with a mild or moderate alcohol use disorder. This presentation will teach you about a controversial emerging treatment option: moderation.

Using CBT To Treat Clients Suffering From Substance Use Disorder In An Opioid Treatment Program

TRACK: Recovery Support CE Credits: .25
Rev. Livinus Uba, LCADC, LICDC, ICADC, MAC

Cognitive behavioral therapeutic approaches (Beck, 2004) are employed to treat substance use disorder clients in an opioid treatment program. The use of opioids has escalated dramatically over the past 25 years with unbelievable human and financial tolls to individuals, families, and the entire nation (Betty Ford Foundation, Policy Statement, 2013), with chilling and sobering statistics, what Centers for Disease Control (CDC, 2012) declared the “worst drug addiction epidemic in United States history.” Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) in 2012 reported a 500% increase in admissions for prescription drug disorders since 2001. CBT works to change learned behavior by changing thinking patterns, beliefs and perceptions.
9:45 am – 10:00 am  Wanda McMichael, CAC II, NCAC II, SAP  
**CE Credits: 7**  
**Re-Qualification (Part 2)**

8:30 am – 5:00 pm  
**CE Credits:** 7  
**Visit Booth 14  
VIVITROL.com**

**Vivitrol** (naltrexone for extended-release injectable suspension)
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of brain function informing specialists of abnormal neuronal activity. A personalized treatment protocol, utilizing low intensity non-invasive neuromodulation, has been developed to bring an alternative to the treatment of opiate addiction. The protocol is safe, painless, efficacious, and all medical devices used have been declared non-risk by the FDA.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom H
Accreditation of Addiction Studies Programs
TRACK: EDUCATION/INCASE  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Vicki Michels, PhD
This workshop will describe the history of accreditation of addiction studies programs in academic settings. NASAC is a unique addiction studies accrediting organization which accredits all levels of academic degrees — associate, bachelor, master and doctoral degrees. Participants will learn the application process and format for accreditation. Presenters will also discuss the benefits that colleges and universities will gain from accreditation, as well as the benefits to students gained by attending accredited programs.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom F
Sex and Pornography Addiction: Neuroscience, Trauma and More
TRACK: PROCESS ADDICTIONS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Stefanie Carnes, PhD, LMFT, CSAT S
Sex and pornography addiction have become a common presenting problem for today’s clinician. The presentation will discuss the current state of the field of sex addiction, including the most up to date research and information on diagnosis, etiology, and treatment. Included in this presentation will be a discussion of pornography and its impact on sexual health.

Rebellion Dogs Publishing is pleased to announce...

**Beyond Belief: Sensible Spirituality in Treatment and Recovery**
SATURDAY OCT 8th @ 2:30 PM

Because of a growing demand for a secular voice added to the 12-Step discussion, you are invited to join a conversation with John P. McAndrew, MA, MDiv and Joe C, author of the first daily reflection book for humanists, freethinkers, atheists and everyone, *Beyond Belief: Agnostic Musings for 12 Step Life* (2013 Joe C., Foreword by Ernie Kurtz, PhD)

Visit: www.RebellionDogsPublishing.com,

⇒ Books, blogs, podcasts, social media, community
⇒ Workshops, seminars & speaker booking
Mobile (416) 239-8737 — news@RebellionDogsPublishing.com
vides tuition stipends, education, professional development, and mentoring for students in the final year of their addiction counseling Master’s degree program. Learn about the requirements for this historic program, and about the first and second cohorts of Fellows. Find out how you can volunteer to participate as a mentor or reviewer for this program.

11:30 am – 12:30 pm

**Regional Caucus Meetings**

All attendees are welcome to join NAADAC’s Regional Vice-Presidents and International Committee Chair for Caucus meetings. Network and connect with people in your geographical region and learn what is new in your region and in NAADAC. Let your ideas be heard!

Mid-Atlantic Regional Caucus  Greenway Ballroom A
Mid-Central Regional Caucus  Greenway Ballroom B
Mid-South Regional Caucus  Greenway Ballroom C
North Central Regional Caucus  Greenway Ballroom D
Northeast Regional Caucus  Greenway Ballroom E
Northwest Regional Caucus  Greenway Ballroom F
Southeast Regional Caucus  Greenway Ballroom G
Southwest Regional Caucus  Greenway Ballroom H
International Regional Caucus  Greenway Ballroom I

12:30 pm – 2:30 pm  Exhibit Hall

Lunch in Exhibit Hall

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm

**SATURDAY AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS**

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom G
**Let’s Compliment, Not Compete: How Addiction Counselors Can Embrace Recovery Support Specialists**
TRACK: RECOVERY SUPPORT  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Sherri Layton, LCDC, CCS, MBA
Peer Recovery Support Specialists can play a key role in providing assistance to those in early recovery. Peer support has been used alongside mental health services for many years. Addiction treatment has long recognized the value of peer support found in 12-step fellowships, but formal utilization is relatively new and has generally developed separate from treatment programs. Addiction treatment professionals can enhance their clients’ opportunities for success by embracing Peer Recovery Support Specialists and fully understanding the valuable services they bring to the continuum of care.

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom H
**Making a Case for Clinical Supervision**
TRACK: PRACTICE MANAGEMENT/TECH  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Amanda Richards, MA, LPCC, LADC, MT-BC, Cindy Meyer, MA, LMFT, LADC, Sally Guillette, MS, LP, and Katie Lehman
Clinical supervisors function as consultants, teachers, coaches and mentors to their supervisees. Quality supervision can have a positive impact on client retention and can improve morale and retention of counseling staff. Whether clinical supervisors work alongside clinicians with less training and experience or provide independent supervision outside the workplace, opportunities for modeling and learning abound! This session will provide a basic overview of the literature, examine common factors and involve participants in developing justification for ongoing clinical supervision.

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom C
**Beyond Belief: Sensible Spirituality in Treatment and Recovery**
TRACK: CULTURAL HUMILITY  CE CREDITS: 1.5
John P. McAndrew, MA, MDiv and Joe Chisholm
This presentation offers an interdisciplinary approach to addiction treatment, utilizing spiritual principles from the Perennial Traditions of the world in conversation with contemporary secularist trends in Western culture. The 2015 Pew Research Group Report reveals that “millennials” (20–35 year olds) are less likely to consider religion/spirituality as an important part of their lives. Join an atheist journalist and theologian counselor as they team up to consider and critique today’s mutual-aid societies and modality. Built from 1939 blue prints, does the 12-Step model cope with the stress and demands of today’s multicultural cyber-native addicts/alcoholics? Can this secularist and theologian find a common language to describe their 12-Step experiences?

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom E
**Opioid Use Disorders and Their Treatment**
TRACK: PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Pamela Shultz, MD, FASM
This presentation will be a review of the increasing problem of opioid use in the U.S., with emphasis on the risk of addiction and overdose death. Recent evidence regarding the efficacy of medication assisted and psychosocial treatments will be reviewed. Information on using naloxone to reverse opioid overdoses will also be discussed.

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom A
**Yogic Science for Addictive Habits and Behaviors**
TRACK: PROCESS ADDICTIONS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Mukta Kaur Khalsa, PhD
SuperHealth® is on the cutting edge of breaking habits and addictive behavior. It is at the forefront of yogic therapeutic technology that is precise and effective. The structure of the training is didactic and experiential. This will include simple chair yoga, breathing exercises, basic meditation and nutritional formulas and therapeutic recipes. Stress and an overtaxed nervous system can leave you vulnerable to temptations, urges, fatigue, anxiety, and disconnection from your inner self and sense of purpose or fulfillment. The workshop is open to everyone. SuperHealth® is an approved provider for CEs by NAADAC, the American Holistic Nurses Association, the Board of Physical Therapists, and pending MFT. The SuperHealth system transcends us from recovery to self-discovery!

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom F
**Addiction Studies Programs: Establishing Competency in Education of Addiction Counselors**
TRACK: EDUCATION/INCASE  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Sandra Valente, PhD, LADC, LPC, CCS
This presentation will describe an Addiction Studies program, as well as specific course assignments that promote addiction counseling competencies (TAP 21). Issues associated with “gatekeeping” for counselor educators will be addressed. Strategies for gatekeeping in the admissions process will be discussed, as well as handling cases where students not accepted into the program challenged the decision. Best practices for supervision of addiction counseling interns will be addressed, along with challenges and solutions that arise with students, facilities and the college. Follow through with certification/licensure upon graduation can be challenging when students are reliant on financial aid to complete their classes. What can we do to improve the addiction counseling workforce?
DAILY SCHEDULE: SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom B
The Gender Factor in Addiction Prevalence, Assessment, and Treatment
TRACK: CLINICAL SKILLS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
An-Pyng Sun, PhD, LCSW
Men and women are different biologically, psychologically, and socially; such distinctions are relevant to understanding how various behaviors and diseases differ between the sexes, including addiction and its treatment. Utilizing current empirical research findings, this presentation will: (1) introduce the prevalence gaps between men and women regarding the various types of substance and process addictions, as well as the impact of social change, age, and culture on such prevalence gaps; (2) explain the different natures and etiologies of both substance and process addictions between men and women; and (3) discuss the principles and guidelines for gender-sensitive and gender-specific addiction assessment and treatment.

Breakout Session  Skyway A & B
NCC AP Test Prep – Part II  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Kathryn Benson, NCAC II, LADC, QSAP and Rose Marie, MAC, LCADC, CCS
This session will focus on the tools and tips to prepare for a certification test. Test question formats, the best practices in test question selection, and other tips will be presented.

4:00 pm – 4:15 pm  Exhibit Hall
Afternoon Break in Exhibit Hall
4:15 pm – 5:30 pm  Nicollet A–C
AFTERNOON KEYNOTE: Federal Town Hall  CE CREDITS: 1.25
Kimberly Johnson, PhD, MBA
This session will provide updates on SAMHSA initiatives. Topics will include health care access, workforce needs, and data-driven quality improvement for better health outcomes. A Q&A session will follow.

6:00 pm – 8:00 pm  Meet at Registration at 5:40 pm
StepUP Tour
See details on page 6.

6:30 pm – 8:30 pm  Nicollet A-C
Movie Night
See details on page 6.

7:00 pm – 10:00 pm  Meet at Registration at 5:30 pm
Hazelden Center City Tour
See details on page 6.

6:30 pm – 8:30 pm  Kirk Bowden’s Suite
NCC AP/Executive Committee Meeting
7:00 pm – 8:00 pm  Mirage
INCASE Membership Meeting
8:00 pm – 10:00 pm  Mirage
INCASE Reception
Come and meet the International Coalition for Addiction Studies Education (INCASE) Board, discuss addiction curricula in higher education, and learn about new INCASE initiatives.
9:00 pm – 10:00 pm  Lakeshore A
Mutual Support Meeting
All are invited to join.

Sunday, October 9
(Up to 7 continuing education hours; 7 business hours)

By Appointment Only  Minnehaha
NCC AP Testing
Onsite availability to take your MAC, NCAC I or NCAC II exam. Pre-registration required. Not open to onsite registration.
6:30 am – 7:00 am  Skyway A & B
Sunday Religious Services – Catholic Service
6:30 am – 7:00 am  Greenway A
Sunday Religious Services – Non-Denominational Service
6:30 am – 7:00 am  Stay Fit Gym – Spin Room
Zumba
Join us for Zumba. Lace up your sneakers and start your day energized! Sponsored by Optum.
7:30 am – 4:30 pm  Nicollet Promenade
Registration
7:30 am – 4:30 pm  Exhibit Hall
Exhibit Hall
7:30 am – 4:30 pm  Exhibit Hall
NAADAC Bookstore Open
Visit NAADAC’s Bookstore for NAADAC products, educational tools, and fun conference momentos!
7:30 am – 4:30 pm  Exhibit Hall
Poster Presentations
Posters available for viewing.
See descriptions on page 12.

7:30am – 4:30pm  Nicollet Promenade
Journeys of Life Bookstore Open
Journeys of Life’s Bookstore is your resource for books, tools, and fun items to enhance your work and your life. Stop by for book signings!

7:30 am – 8:30 am  Exhibit Hall
Continental Breakfast in Exhibit Hall
8:00 am – 4:00 pm  Lakeshore C
NCC AP Meeting
8:00 am – 5:00 pm  Regency
NAADAC Board of Directors Meeting
8:30 am – 10:00 am  Nicollet A-C
MORNING KEYNOTE: Thriving in a Future Full of Changes, Disruption and Challenges  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Mark Mishek, JD
The addiction treatment field and the profession of addiction counseling are facing unprecedented changes, challenges and opportunities in the next decade. This plenary session will identify the major forces which are dramatically affecting the field and the profession both today and for the foreseeable future. Mark Mishek, as the president and CEO of the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation, will use the experiences of the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation as an example of how one organization is dealing with and plans to deal with these trends and harness future developments to achieve its mission of being a force of healing and hope for individuals, families and communities affected by addiction to alcohol and other drugs.
10:00 am – 10:15 am  Exhibit Hall
Morning Break in Exhibit Hall
10:15 am – 11:45 am
SUNDAY MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom F
Intergenerational Trauma and the Healing Forest
TRACK: CULTURAL HUMILITY  CE CREDITS: 1.5
J. Carlos Rivera, CADC II, ICADC
First the individual must heal, then the family can begin to heal, then the community can start to heal, and then the nation can heal. The presenter will introduce the concept of Wellbriety (sobriety/wellness) as balance and connection to the natural laws that create healing. Culturally based tools will be discussed as ways to heal families. A combination of immense losses and traumatic events that have perpetrated within the culture need to be healed as natives across the nation are encouraged to reinstate cultural ways, language and sacred traditions. The unfortunate consequences of trauma include not believing you have a future, difficulties within families, and a distrust of the outside world which is passed down throughout each generation. Healing will take place through an application of cultural and spiritual knowledge.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom E
On-Line Fieldwork Supervision Using Powell’s Four FOCI of Supervision
TRACK: EDUCATION/INCASE  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Eileen O’Mara, EdD, LADC, NCC
This presentation uses Powell’s Theory of Clinical Supervision (1993) in an online environment. The four foci create a structure that defines students, site supervisors and faculty responsibilities. Administration structure incorporates school, accreditation, and licensure requirements. Evaluation includes on-line rubrics/forms completed by the site supervisor and the faculty supervisor with the student so that strengths and challenges are understood and used as a goal setting tool. Clinical growth includes resolution of counter-transference between student and supervisor, as well as client and counselor. Goal setting based on observation and evaluative tools enhances the foci. Techniques for creating a supportive on-line environment will be presented.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom B
Clinical Intuition in Alcohol and Drug Counseling
TRACK: CLINICAL SKILLS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Zachary Hansen, EdD, LADC, NCC
Clinical intuition is a commonly experienced phenomenon among mental health and addiction counselors. However, it is not often overtly addressed in counselor education and training. By integrating theory, neuroscience, and research findings, this presentation will provide an overview of clinical intuition. Then research-based best practice recommendations will be highlighted to provide participants with guidelines to effectively utilize clinical intuition in their work. The presenter will integrate findings from his phenomenological research on clinical intuition among alcohol and drug counselors to provide clinically relevant examples and recommendations.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom H
The Law of Drug Testing in the Workplace: The Minnesota Model
TRACK: PRACTICE MANAGEMENT/TECH  CE CREDITS: 1.5
V. John Ella, JD, CIPP
The Minnesota legislature enacted a unique law governing drug and alcohol testing in the workplace in 1987. The law requires employers to allow employees who test positive an opportunity to participate in a drug or alcohol counseling or rehabilitation program and then return to work and prohibits employers from firing employ-
Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom D
An Integrative Approach to Addiction Counseling: Theories, Practices and Skills
TRACK: CLINICAL SKILLS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Thomas G. Durham, PhD, LADC
This 90-minute workshop is intended as an introduction to the revised NAADAC Basics of Addiction Counseling: Desk Reference on addiction counseling theories, practices and skills. Also covered in the workshop will be counseling modalities and considerations for special populations in addiction counseling. Case study will be presented along with discussions of how counselors might use different theoretical models and approaches. Other relevant topics presented will include motivational interviewing, transteoretical model of change, patient placement, co-occurring disorders, and mutual support groups. The workshop will be interactive along with a PowerPoint presentation and small group discussions/exercises.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom D
Pain Management in Clients with Co-Occurring Depression and Substance Use Disorder
TRACK: CO-OCCLUDING DISORDERS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Billy Heckle, RPh, CAC II
Dealing with chronic pain syndrome is tricky to start with, but when you add depression and/or substance use disorder, things get very complicated. This presentation involves a discussion of the many variables that need to be considered by all the parties involved. This includes the client, addiction counselors, mental health and medical professionals, and, of course, family members. These problems can be treated effectively with proper monitoring and education. Medications and therapies used to treat these conditions will be discussed along with their respective pros and cons.

11:45 am – 2:30 pm  Exhibit Hall
Lunch in the Exhibit Hall
Join us in the exhibit hall for lunch and door prize drawings. The NAADAC Passport Grand Price drawing will be held at 2:15 pm.

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm
SUNDAY AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom F
Developing and Delivering a Co-Occurring Course in Higher Education
TRACK: EDUCATION/INCASE  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Margaret Smith, EdD, MLADC and Vicki Michels, PhD
This workshop will focus on developing and delivering a course about co-occurring disorders in colleges and universities. Active engagement will involve participants writing their course objectives, developing a skeleton syllabus and discussing course materials.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom G
Recognizing & Overcoming Trauma & Shame
TRACK: CLINICAL SKILLS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Tamarah Gehlen, LMFT, LADC
Trauma and shame are ever-present in our client populations, however, few clinicians have the skill set to recognize trauma and shame in the context of co-occurring disorders, much less understand how to facilitate long-term healing from these disorders. This workshop will look at trauma and shame, but more importantly will provide ways to address these in treatment to facilitate healing.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom B
The Opioid Addiction Epidemic: Pharmacological Treatment Approaches an Evidence-Based Perspective
TRACK: PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Joseph Bebo, MA, CAGS, LADC I, LMHC
National policies for dealing with the opioid epidemic will be presented. An outline of changes from the release of Methadone and Buprenorphine to the current epidemic of opioid addiction will be discussed. Evidenced-based strategies currently being recommended to deal with the epidemic using medication-assisted therapies (MAT) will also be covered, along with the latest data from SAMHSA and CSAT and implications for treatment changes facing the profession moving forward. Possible strategies for integrating psychopharmacological evidenced-based practice with community stakeholders using a continuum of care model for practitioners will also be presented.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom E
Wounded Healer to Worthy Helper
TRACK: PRACTICE MANAGEMENT/TECH  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Maeeve O’Neill, MEd, LCDC, LPC S, CDWF
This presentation will demonstrate how components of Brené Brown’s Daring Way and Rising Strong can be used for behavioral health professionals.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom A
Addressing the Challenges: Brain Injury and Substance Use Disorders
TRACK: CO-OCCLUDING DISORDERS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Annette Pearson, MS, LADC, CBIS
Brain Injury is the second most common disability in the U.S., affecting over 8.3 million people, second only to depression. The correlation between chemical health addiction, high risk behavior, and brain injury is becoming more apparent. In this session, we will explore the challenges that individuals with brain injury and addiction face. We will gain an understanding of how brain development, chemical changes in the brain, and addiction work together to exacerbate issues around and create challenges in providing treatment that is effective for these individuals. Proven effective tools and strategies for group and individual sessions will be discussed, including looking at individual learning styles and 12-step programs.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom A
What About Men? The Forgotten Gender in Trauma Informed Addiction Care
TRACK: CULTURAL HUMILITY  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Chris Darval, MSW, LCSDCS, LCPD, ICADC
Research indicates that approximately 70% of people in addiction treatment programs are men, and of these men, over 60% report at least one traumatic experience in their lifetimes. Traditional trauma informed addiction treatment models were originally designed for use with women and simply changing the pronouns does not respond to the unique experience and challenges of treating men’s trauma. With this in mind, how many addiction professionals are being trained to effectively work with men and trauma? Many addiction professionals may be unintentionally re-traumatizing male participants, thereby increasing their risk of failure in the program. This presentation offers practical guidance and tools for addiction professionals working with men for navigating these challenging areas.
**AFTERNOON KEYNOTE: Post-Traumatic Growth: Strategies in Dealing with Complicated Grief in Treatment and Recovery**

*Rokelle Lerner*

Grieving the loss of dreams and the building and creating of new dreams are an integral part of recovery. Post-traumatic growth includes investigating hidden positive feelings, such as hope, pleasure, strength or forgiveness that, for many reasons, our patients are not comfortable “holding” or trusting. The goal in post-traumatic growth is not to “get rid” of pain but rather to help our clients develop the skills to be able carry the weight of his or her his distress so that relapse can be averted. This lecture will focus on techniques that will help guide the patient through loss and will offer strategies that will promote post-traumatic growth.

6:30 pm – 8:30 pm

Mirage

**NAADAC Education & Research Foundation (NERF) Live Auction**

Please join us for entertainment, light refreshments, and a lively auction of items from throughout the United States to support the NAADAC Education & Research Foundation.

9:00 pm – 10:00 pm

Lakeshore A

**Mutual Support Meeting**

All are invited to join.

**Monday, October 10**

*(Up to 7.75 continuing education hours; 6 business hours)*

By Appointment Only
Minnehaha

**NAADAC Bookstore Open at Registration Desk**

Visit NAADAC’s Bookstore for NAADAC products, educational tools, and fun conference moments!

7:30 am – 8:30 am

Nicollet Promenade

**Continental Breakfast**

7:30 am – 5:00 pm

Nicollet Promenade

**Journeys of Life Bookstore Open**

Journeys of Life’s Bookstore is your resource for books, tools, and fun items to enhance your work and your life. Stop by for book signings!

8:00 am – 4:00 pm

Lakeshore C

**NCC AP Meeting**

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Nicollet A-C

**Q & A with NAADAC President and Executive Director**

7:30 am – 5:00 pm

Nicollet Promenade

**MORNING KEYNOTE: From Now What to What’s Next: A View From Two Decades in the Trenches of Recovery Advocacy**

*William C. Moyers*

For 20 years now, William C. Moyers has carried the message about addiction, treatment and recovery to audiences everywhere. As the vice president of public affairs and community relations at the renowned Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation, Moyers uses his personal story to highlight the power of addiction and the promise of recovery from it. From a hometown Rotary meeting to the halls of Congress, from Oprah and Larry King to the National Cathedral, prisons, treatment centers and the White House, Moyers has inspired countless people to stand up and speak out to unmask the stigma and promote public policies that help people get help. Moyers recounts his travels over these decades and points us towards the next steps in our collective journey.

10:30 am – 10:45 am

Nicollet Promenade

**Morning Break**
10:45 am – 12:15 pm

MONDAY MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom I
What’s the Big Deal About ROSC & What Does it Mean for the Addiction Professional?
TRACK: RECOVERY SUPPORT  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Lonnetta Albright, BS, CPEC
Recovery-oriented systems of care (ROSC) are networks of indigenous and professional services and relationships that can support the long-term behavioral health (SUD and MH) recovery, resilience and wellness of individuals, families and communities. The “system” in ROSC is not a federal, state or local agency, but a macro-level organization of the larger cultural and community environment in which long-term recovery is nested. This workshop will present and clarify two very distinct but complementary roles, that of the professional provider of treatment services and that of the peer providing recovery support services.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom C
The Physiology and Clinical Applications of Cannabinoids in Harm Reduction
TRACK: PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Dustin Sulak, DO
The endocannabinoid system (ECS) is a homeostatic regulator in the central nervous system that is intimately involved in motivation for natural rewards, modulation of the rewarding effects of addictive drugs, stress responsiveness, and synaptic plasticity. Disruptions of the ECS are associated with behavioral and physiologic changes that influence vulnerability to addiction. This presentation will review the neurophysiology of endocannabinoid signaling related to addiction and abstinence, the preclinical and clinical evidence on the use of exogenous cannabinoids in harm reduction, and clinical considerations in the use of pharmaceutical and herbal cannabinoids in the treatment of addiction.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom H
Planning for Today and Tomorrow: A Reality Therapy Approach
TRACK: CLINICAL SKILLS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Robert Wubbolding, EdD, LPCC
Practicality, usefulness, and innovation are the themes of this fast moving session. Participants will select persons with substance use disorders with whom they wish to deal with more effectively and simulate the issues experienced in recovery. The leader will illustrate counseling skills that focus on the WDEP system of reality therapy. Included will be recent advances, such as the use of paradoxical techniques and five techniques for helping clients evaluate the effectiveness of their own behaviors. Also emphasized will be specific skills for assisting clients with substance use disorders to clarify what they want from their families, careers, and recovery programs, and to evaluate the realistic attainability of their goals. Participants will receive handouts that can be duplicated for use with co-workers.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom A
Building Relationships: Integration Between Victim Service and Substance Use Disorder Treatment Providers
TRACK: RECOVERY SUPPORT  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Meghan Jones, LISW, CADC and Silvia Benitez-Richards, MA, CADC
Ninety percent of women involved in substance use disorder services have a history of physical, sexual, and emotional abuse (Downs, 2001). This seminar will describe the Integrative Services Project (ISP), an award winning, nationally recognized, 15-year substance abuse and victim service collaboration project in Iowa, and provide the audience with ideas for how to improve relationships between substance abuse and victims service agencies. Discussion topics will include prevalence, frequency, severity, and dynamics of substance use disorder among victims, case examples from research demonstrating multiple issues for this population, and language, assessment, and confidentiality issues surrounding collaboration, including successful examples of collaboration across Iowa.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom J
The Struggle to Recover – Payer Perspective on the Opiate Epidemic
TRACK: PRACTICE MANAGEMENT/TECH  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Martin Rosenzweig, MD
The use of opiate substances has increased markedly in the past decade with a concomitant increase in premature death from overdose. While the media frequently reports on the personal and societal impact of this so-called epidemic, it is important to look at it from a payer perspective to understand some of the underlying drivers and obstacles to care that many Americans face in seeking help for themselves or family members. Many of the efforts being made at the national, state, and community levels do not adequately address the gaps in care or focus on the quality of care being provided. This presentation will look at some national trends and identify areas of focus to improve treatment outcomes for individuals suffering from opiate use disorders.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom D
Treating the Compulsive Over-Eating Client in Addictions Treatment Services
TRACK: PROCESS ADDICTIONS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Jeffrey Lang, MS, LCADC, CCS, CPRP
Have you noticed that you have been encountering more and more clients who are 300 or 400 pounds or more? This training will utilize evidence based research and practical advisement to assist you in holistic person-centered care related to your morbidly obese clients. Areas covered include substance use disorder versus process addiction, bio-psycho-social spiritual aspects of recovery from compulsive overeating, a review of compulsive overeating as a brain illness, understanding powerlessness and the phenomenon of craving, and a review of recovery in the fellowship of Overeaters Anonymous.

Breakout Session  Greenway Ballroom F
Food Addiction – Process Addiction or Substance Use Disorder?
TRACK: CO-OCCURRING DISORDERS  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Marty Lerner, MS, PhD
The idea that certain foods may be addictive was barely on our radar a few years ago. Lab studies have found that highly palatable (mostly sugar and fat laden) foods can produce addictive behavior in animals. Brain scans of obese people and compulsive eaters, meanwhile, reveal disturbances in brain reward circuits similar to those seen with drug abusers. No less than 100 scientific studies and papers on food addiction have been published this year. The science of food addiction and related eating disorders could become a game changer for addiction specialists treating these disorders as a co-occurring phenomenon. This presentation will outline the evidence for reclassifying certain eating disorders as a substance use disorder rather than a process addiction.
Breakout Session  
Greenway Ballroom B
**Experiential Learning in Addiction Education**

**TRACK:** EDUCATION/INCASE  
**CE CREDITS:** 1.5

Chaniece Winfield, PhD, ACS, LPC, CADC, CSAC  
This presentation will educate participants on ways to enhance undergraduate learning in addiction while increasing competency of entry level professionals.

Breakout Session  
Greenway Ballroom E
**R U Ready For Tele-Medicine, Tele-Health?**

**TRACK:** PRACTICE MANAGEMENT/TECH  
**CE CREDITS:** 1.5

Jessica Rodriguez, PhD, MAC, CATC V, CIP

Tele-health is a leading use of electronic information and telecommunications technologies to support virtual/remote clinical health care. Tele-health is different from tele-medicine because it refers to a broader scope of remote healthcare services than tele-medicine, while tele-medicine refers specifically to remote clinical services. Tele-health and tele-medicine are recommended by the American Medical Association and highly recommended for e-medicine and e-therapy processes when providing services to individuals with substance use disorders and mental health issues.

Breakout Session  
Greenway Ballroom G
**The Paradox That Works: Looking Within as a First Step to Becoming Culturally Competent**

**TRACK:** CULTURAL HUMILITY  
**CE CREDITS:** 1.5

Bridget Rivera, PsyD

This session will assist participants in developing culturally diverse clinical skills. In order to increase the recognition and implementation of culturally sensitive and effective treatment strategies, the focus of the workshop will be on self-awareness. This focus will guide participants on the clinician’s journey of analyzing one’s “cultural self-assessment,” as described by Comas-Díaz (2012). Current literature will be discussed, however, in order to focus on self as the tool when providing treatment, much of the workshop will be experiential. Participants will analyze their specific cultural identity dimensions of race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation/identity, religion/spirituality, and socio-economic status/class, which inform how we function in the world. Worldview and power will first be discussed as these provide the “lens” through which we see the world.

12:30 pm – 2:15pm  
Nicollet A–C

President’s Awards Luncheon  

NAADAC’s Leaders will celebrate and recognize the contributions of addiction professionals and celebrate the lives of addiction professionals we have lost in this past year.

At the conference, please join us in recognizing and celebrating those who devoted their time and passion to helping those with substance use disorders.

AWARDS WINNERS (L to R): Top – Sandra Farrell, James Joyner, Phyllis Prekopa, Donald “Frank” Davis. Bottom – Sierra Tucson, Kelby Hennig, Jacqlyn Desta

**SERRA TUCSON**

**MONDAY AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS**

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm

**Breakout Session**  
**Greenway Ballroom I**
**Tools You Can Use to Enhance Your Practice Today!**

**TRACK:** PRACTICE MANAGEMENT  
**CE CREDITS:** 1.5

Erin Hobbs, MPA, Joyce Hartje, PhD, Leslie Cohen, and Lonnetta Albright, BS, CPEC  

The Addiction Technology Transfer Center (ATTC) Network has offered research-based, innovative, and culturally-appropriate tools to improve substance use disorder treatment for over 20 years. In this session, the presenters will highlight a myriad of newly-developed ATTC resources that you can use to enhance your practice as soon as you return to work after the conference. This session will showcase products on topics such as medication-assisted treatment, marijuana, family-centered care, the faith community, and technology-based services. It will incorporate video clips, demonstrations, and interactive discussions. Participants will come away with sample materials and concrete examples. Bring your notebook because you will want to write the information from this session down!

**Breakout Session**  
**Greenway Ballroom H**
**Song-Poetry as an Expression of Responding to and Coping with Addiction Counselor Stress**

**TRACK:** PRACTICE MANAGEMENT/TECH  
**CE CREDITS:** 1.5

Timothy Conley, PhD, LCSW, CAS

This presentation examines the use of creating song-poetry for coping with and responding to the stress associated with addiction counseling. Exploring the process of creating song-poetry reveals effective strategies for counselor self-therapy and coping with job-related experiences. This presentation includes three examples of lyrics and music written in response to working with addicted and mentally ill clients over a 15-year clinical career. Findings complement the extant literature on using songwriting as therapy for addicted clients and supplement current research on promoting and enhancing counselor resilience with specific evidence from a long-time addiction professional. Some presentation material was previously published by this author in *Journal of Poetry Therapy* (2008), 21:4, 237–245.

**Breakout Session**  
**Greenway Ballroom G**
**Understanding and Managing Anger**

**TRACK:** CLINICAL SKILLS  
**CE CREDITS:** 1.5

Peter Suski, PhD, MAC, CASAC

The goal of this workshop is to present professional counselors with a clear and easy-to-use understanding of anger. Numerous examples and references will be given to help clarify the causes of anger. Methods of appropriately dealing with anger’s causes will be discussed. Also to be discussed are the many twisted expressions of anger and methods for helping clients identify their anger and deal with it in less harmful and more productive ways.
A Treatment Center that’s as Unique as You Are

Exclusively Serving the LGBTQ+ Community

Located in the Minneapolis Metro area of Minnesota, we specialize in:

- Substance Abuse and co-occurring Mental Health Treatment
- Targeted help with issues of Crystal Meth & Sexual Compulsivity
- Residential & Intensive Outpatient Programs, PHP with Lodging
- Exclusively providing the LGBTQ+ community a comfortable safe alternative to traditional treatment programs for 30 years

Find yourself at PRIDE Institute
952.934.7554/ 800.547.7433 | www.pride-institute.com

---

**DAILY SCHEDULE: MONDAY**

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom A
Co-Occurring Trauma and Substance Use Disorders: The Incest Connection
**TRACK: CO-OCCLUDING DISORDERS**  **CE CREDITS: 1.5**
Alberta Montano-DiFabio, ScD, LCADC, CCS
A discussion of co-occurring cases will develop an understanding of the interplay between early childhood sexual trauma and substance use disorder. Behaviors associated with trauma will be examined in conjunction with the presenting problems in drug rehabilitation. Case studies and successful interventions will be explored for application to various levels of care by “thinking outside of the box.” Incest, as the first trauma in a long line of traumas for both male and female substance users, will be identified. Implications of trauma as a relapse issue for the co-occurring case will be intertwined with realistic goals of treatment. A look at the question, “What is healing?” will be explored, as well as the impact of this work on the professionals serving the co-occurring population.

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom D
Warp Speed: Parenting and Working with Teens in a Digital Age
**TRACK: CULTURAL HUMILITY**  **CE CREDITS: 1.5**
Jessica Wong
This presentation will explore the impact technology has on our teens and their developing brains. We will explore the relationship between technology and bullying, chemical use, and other mental health issues. We will review the technology kids are using and discuss safe use parameters.

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom F
Treating the Whole Person: Using Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT)
**TRACK: PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY**  **CE CREDITS: 1.5**
Mita Johnson, EdD, LAC, LPC, LMFT, ACS, MAC, SAP
Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT) is the use of medications, in combination with counseling, to provide a “whole-patient” approach to the treatment of substance use disorders. Ongoing research shows that a combination of medication and therapy can successfully treat these disorders, and for some people struggling with addiction, MAT can help sustain recovery. This workshop will define opiate and alcohol dependence, define and explore the effective of MAT, and study the medications typically used. Anyone who works with clients struggling with opioid dependence and alcohol use disorders would benefit from this workshop. Participants will be given information regarding resources specific to MAT.

**Breakout Session**  Greenway Ballroom C
Gambling...The Disordered, The Responsible, and Everything in Between
**TRACK: PROCESS ADDICTIONS**  **CE CREDITS: 1.5**
Daniel J. Trolaro, MS
Gambling addiction is sometimes referred to as the “hidden addiction” because there are no obvious physical signs or symptoms like those of drug or alcohol dependency. Disordered gamblers typically deny the fact that they have a problem and need help, or simply minimize the negative impact it is having on their lives. This presentation will cover the warning signs, demographics, and similarities and differences of problem gambling to that of drug or alcohol ad-
ddiction. Additionally, there will be discussion on emerging trends in gambling, responsible gambling, and strategies to ensure gambling remains a form of entertainment instead of a progressive and devastating illness.

Breakout Session Greenway Ballroom E
Building and Sustaining Your College Addiction Studies Program

TRACK: EDUCATION/INCASE  CE CREDITS: 1.5
Kathleen Ayers-Lanzillotta, MPA, CASAC
Suffolk County Community College has successfully run a training program for credentialing alcoholism and substance use disorders counselors, certified by the New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services, for over 20 years. This is the only community college in New York to receive the SAMHSA Behavioral Health Workforce Education and Training grant in 2014. The workshop presentation will give participants concrete strategies used to enhance, strengthen, and sustain similar programs.

Breakout Session Greenway Ballroom B
Trauma-Sensitive Mindfulness-Based Recovery

TRACK: RECOVERY SUPPORT  CE CREDIT: 1.5
Angela Thomas Jones, LCMHC, MLADC, LCS, RYT
The merging of eastern culture influenced therapies is changing the way western medicine and behavioral health practice views the clinician, the client, evidenced-based practice, and future research direction. Though it has its roots in Buddhist meditation, a non-religious practice of mindfulness has entered the American mainstream in recent years. Thousands of studies have documented the physical and mental health benefits of mindfulness, inspiring programs to adapt mindfulness-based models for schools, prisons, hospitals, veterans centers, and beyond. This workshop will review the research and its relevance to effective trauma-sensitive practices, and provide scripts for five mindful practices. Participants can expect to actively participate in small groups practicing these skills.

4:00 pm – 4:15 pm  Nicollet Promenade
Afternoon Break

4:15 pm – 6:00 pm  Nicollet A–C
AFTERNOON KEYNOTE & CLOSING SESSION: Inspiring Your Life for Service
CE CREDITS: 1.75
Kirk Bowden, PhD, MAC, LISAC, NCC, LPC, Gerard “Gerry” Schmidt, MA, MAC, LPC, Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP, John McAndrews, and Sheila Raye Charles.
Join NAADAC Leadership for a discussion on inspiration, leadership, and empowerment. Outgoing NAADAC President will share what has been accomplished during the last two years to inspire and lead the profession, while NAADAC’s new President will share his plans to inspire and lead NAADAC’s members and the profession during his two-year term. NAADAC’s Executive Director will discuss clear and easy-to-use tools and activities for self-empowerment as an addiction professional and to empower the addiction profession. Singer, song-writer, and activist, Johnny McAndrew will sing and share his inspirational story, then be joined by Sheila Raye Charles and Christopher Tuohy for a musical send-off to close the conference.

9:00 pm – 10:00 pm  Lakeshore A
Mutual Support Meeting
All are invited to join.

Tuesday, October 11
(Up to 7 continuing education hours)

7:00 am – 8:00 am  Lakeshore Foyer
Continental Breakfast for Post-Conference Attendees

7:00 am – 11:00 am  Nicollet Promenade
Registration

8:00 am – 4:30 pm
TUESDAY POST-CONFERENCE SESSIONS

Post-Conference Session  Lakeshore A
2016 Update: HIV/AIDS and Other Infectious Diseases for Substance Use Disorder and Behavioral Health Professionals
CE CREDITS: 7
Mita Johnson, EdD, LAC, LPC, LMFT, ACS, MAC, SAP
HIV, AIDS and hepatitis are public health concerns for both clients and professionals in substance use disorder programs. This workshop will explore the blood-borne pathogens most frequently contracted and spread by clients (HIV, AIDS, hepatitis). There will be a discussion regarding STIs/STDs that are prevalent within this same population (HPV, herpes, and bacterial infections). The intent of this workshop is to promote a factual understanding of the diseases our clients are exposed to in order to promote harm reduction, infection containment, and safe, protected sex.

Post-Conference Session  Lakeshore C
Not the Usual Ethics Training: Navigating Difficult and Challenging Situations
CE CREDITS: 7
Frances Patterson, PhD, LADAC, MAC, BCPC and Kathryn Benson, LADC, NCAC II, QSA QSC
Addiction professionals are confronted almost daily with ethical situations such as receiving a gift from a client, social situations, dual relationships, touch, or countertransference. “Grey areas” are often the most confusing. When counselors lack sufficient training, do not stay current in their training, or become complacent, they may be at risk of ethical mistakes or violations. During this training, participants will explore some difficult and often complex ethical situations. Discussion will include examples of situations and challenges to offer a clearer understanding of appropriate responses when dilemmas arise. The presenters will utilize didactic, media and experiential techniques, allowing participants to explore the dangers of not addressing issues that arise during sessions with clients.

Post-Conference Session  Lakeshore B
Romancing the Brain
CE CREDITS: 7
Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP
With funding from NIDA, Cynthia Moreno Tuohy and Danya International developed and evaluated a multi-component, multi-media tool for use by addiction and other helping professionals to assist adults and youth improve their life traumas and conflict through skills that are an intensive set of psycho-emotional-social-spiritual Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) treatments. The goals of these treatments are to understand the processes in the limbic and frontal cortex and how to develop self-regulation by building new neuroplastic changes in the brain and behavior.
Eating Disorders are a serious disease. You need someone who has experience to help you navigate recovery.

Most people who have an eating disorder are in denial. So how do you know if your client has a true eating disorder? Here are some warning signs:

- Obsessing over food (when they are going to eat next, what they are going to eat, etc.)
- Isolating from others so they can eat as much or as little as they want without others commenting.
- Hiding food for consumption later, when they are alone.
- Excusing themselves to go to the bathroom after each meal, so they can purge what they just ate.
- Excessive exercising, sometimes for hours each day.

We have been helping men and women recover from eating disorders for over 17 years. Call us for help, 866 584.2903

Canoeing at Vinland’s main campus in Loretto, Minnesota
Lonnetta Albright, CPEC, is Executive Director of the Great Lakes Addiction Technology Transfer Center at the University of Illinois. Her regional ATTC leads the ATTC Network in Recovery-Oriented System Transformation efforts including training and capacity building for systems and communities in East Africa. She is also President and Owner of Forward Movement, Inc., a small business that offers coaching, personal and professional growth, leadership development, speaking, and consulting. With a Bachelor’s degree in Education, and graduate studies in Public Administration, she is certified by the American Management Association, the CaPP Institute (accredited by International Coaching Federation), holds a Certificate of Law for Community Developers from John Marshall Law School in Chicago and is a member of the John Maxwell Global Leadership Team.

Joseph Bebo, MA, CAGS, LADC I, LMHC, has been working in the addiction counseling field and as an adjunct professor at several colleges and universities for over 20 years. He is currently in private practice while working toward obtaining a PhD in public service leadership. Bebo has written and published in the field of addictions. He is currently a clinical supervisor working with medication-assisted therapies in the community and through drug court programs.

Silvia Benitez-Richards, MA, CADC, is bilingual (Spanish/English). She is currently working with Integrative Services Project (ISP) as a Domestic Violence and Substance Abuse Specialist, providing training and technical assistance to treatment and victim service agencies in rural Iowa. She has eight years of experience as both a domestic violence/sexual assault advocate and drug/alcohol use disorder outpatient counselor, specializing in multicultural services, particularly in the Hispanic and African American communities. Benitez-Richards obtained her certification as Substance Abuse Counselor in 2015 and has been continuing her education focusing also in the LGBT community and substance use disorders in Iowa. Benitez-Richards has a Master’s of Arts degree in Economics, belongs to the Iowa Statewide Emergency Registry of Volunteers and was a Certified Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Advocate from 2008–2013.

Kathryn Benson, LADC, NCAC II, QSAM, QSC, has specialized in addiction recovery services since 1978. She maintains a clinical consulting practice in Nashville, TN, where she provides therapeutic services, clinical program development, professional education and clinical supervision services. She currently serves as NCC AP Chair.

Kirk Bowden, PhD, MAC, NCC, LPC, is NAADAC’s President and on the Editorial Advisory Committee for NAADAC’s Advances in Addiction & Recovery magazine. He also serves as Chair of the Addiction and Substance Use Disorder Program at Rio Salado College, consultant and subject matter expert for Ottawa University, a past-president of the International Coalition for Addiction Studies Education (INCASE), and as a steering committee member for SAMHSA’s Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (CSAT), Partners for Recovery, and the Higher Education Accreditation and Competencies expert panel for SAMHSA/CSAT. Bowden was recognized by the Arizona Association for Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors as Advocate of the Year (2010), by the American Counseling Association for the Counselor Educator Advocacy Award (2013), the Fellow Award (2014), Outstanding Addiction/Offer Professional Award (2015), and most recently the California Association for Alcohol/Drug Educators’ Lifetime Achievement Award (2015).

Michael G. Bricker, MS, CADC II, LPC, is the Adult SUD Treatment Program Manager for Lutheran Community Services in Klamath Falls, OR. He specializes in providing trauma-informed care to participants in treatment for methamphetamine and other drugs of abuse. Bricker is also a consultant on “dual recovery” from substance use and mental disorders through the STEMSS Institute, and specializes in blending research-based treatment with other Wisdom Traditions. He is a seasoned trainer who presents regularly at national conferences, and a member of the NAADAC Speakers’ Bureau. He has been a clinician, consultant and teacher for over 35 years.

Stefanie Carnes, PhD, LMFT, CSAT S, is the President of the International Institute for Trauma and Addiction Professionals, a training institute and professional organization for addiction professionals, and a national clinical consultant for Elements Behavioral Health. She is a licensed marriage and family therapist and an AAMFT approved supervisor. Carnes is also a certified sex addiction therapist and supervisor, specializing in therapy for couples and families struggling with sexual addiction. She is also the author of numerous publications including her books, Mending a Shattered Heart: A Guide for Partners of Sex Addicts, and Facing Addiction: Starting Recovery from Alcohol and Drugs.

Sheila Raye Charles creates her own distinct sound while delivering her intensely inspiring message of hope and love. As an entertaining and engaging vocalist, Charles is able to inspire her audiences with stories of her life challenges of drug addiction and recovery, of her spiritual journey and personal growth while at the same time delivering meaty, life giving music. With the publication of her life story, Behind the Shades, Charles provides insight into her life and her path to God. Recently, Charles was designated as the National Spokesperson for the Raye of Hope For Recovery Crusade. The Crusade collaborates with local and national community collaborative partners interested in education and preventive measures of addressing issues surrounding the effects of drug abuse/addiction and its fatalities.

Joe Chisholm is a radio producer, songwriter and journalist. Rebellion Dogs Podcast and IndieCan Radio (Sirius/XM) are both hosted by Chisholm. Beyond Belief: Agnostic Musings for 12 Step Life (Rebellion Dogs Publishing 2013), was Chisholm’s daily reflections offering, written in a contemporary language. As a regular contributor to The Fix, Renew, In Recovery Magazine, Substance.com and the Pacific Standard, Chisholm is regularly asked to speak about trends and demographics. Topics and audiences vary widely but Chisholm has a special interest in music, music, social media and people coping with process/substance use disorders. Connect with Joe Chisholm at news@rebellion-dogs-publishing.com or twitter.com/Rebellion_Dogs.

Leslie Cohen has worked in the substance use disorders field for over 30 years. Currently, she serves as the Co-Director of the New England Addiction Technology Transfer Center (ATTCC) specifically responsible for programmatic and administrative oversight of all training, technical assistance and community-based program development initiatives. She works closely with the six New England Single State Agency (SSA) Directors as well as numerous stakeholders in the region. In addition, Cohen collaborates with the Mid-America ATTC on the Center of Excellence Family-Centered Behavioral Health Support for Pregnant and Postpartum Women, participates on the NIDA Blending team, Build Up Your Teen Treatment IQ, which provides information on
PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES

Timothy B. Conley, PhD, LCSW, CAS, has been a Certified Addiction Specialist (CAS) with the American Academy of Health Care Providers in the Addictive Disorders since 1993. After working with addicted persons in the workplace and courts for over 15 years, he became a tenured Associate Professor of Social Work at the University of Montana. Conley has published extensively in the areas of social work assessment, addictions and continuing education. Currently, he is a lead researcher at Clinical and Research Consulting, PLLC, where he specializes in program evaluation research and clinical consulting. A long-time semi-professional musician, he released his second CD in 2015 with 13 songs specifically focusing on addiction and recovery.

Mark Disselkoen, LCSW, LADC, is Project Manager at the Center for the Application of Substance Abuse Technologies (CASAT) at the University of Nevada – Reno and lives in Pocatello, ID. He has worked in the field of substance use and mental health treatment for over 25 years. He oversees certification and training/technical assistance contracts in Nevada and provides trainings for the National Rural and Frontier ATTC, Central Rockies ATTC, Northwest ATTC and NIDA Blending Initiatives throughout the west. He also provides trainings on treatment of co-occurring disorders, DSM 5, and ASAM in rural and frontier regions. Disselkoen worked on the completed Wyoming Substance Use and Mental Health Standards and the Nevada Substance Prevention and Substance Use Standards, and is currently working on Wyoming’s Victim Services Rules.

Elizabeth Donnellan, MEd, ABD, FT, has been teaching at Kaplan University for over 13 years in the psychology department. During this time, she has worked with many students who were interested in working in the addictions and behavior health field. She enjoys using her extensive experience as a school counselor, mental health therapist, addictions professional, rape/crisis therapy, trauma counseling, addictions clinical supervision and prevention training specialist in mentoring students. Donnellan has published textbooks and articles as well as presented at international, national, and state research conferences. She is an active presenter for NAADAC CEU series, consultant in addiction program administration, and professor of addictions science for Kaplan University.

Chris Dorval, MSW, LCDP, LCDCS, ICADC, is a consultant for Griffin Recovery Enterprises. He has worked as a clinician and clinical supervisor in various levels of care in addiction treatment. He has extensive training in trauma informed care and treating co-occurring trauma and addiction, and is committed to helping others in their own personal journeys in recovery. A graduate of Rhode Island College with a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology and a Master’s degree in Clinical Social Work, Dorval is passionate about working with men affected by addiction and trauma and has dedicated his practice to this focus. As a father, husband, son, and friend, Dorval believes in developing healthy family and interpersonal relationships is essential to sustained recovery.

American Addiction Centers is a leading provider of inpatient substance abuse treatment services. We treat adults who are struggling with drug addiction, alcohol addiction, and co-occurring mental/behavioral health issues. With coast-to-coast facilities and caring, highly-seasoned professionals, American Addiction Centers is your ideal treatment partner.

To Learn More About How We Can Help
Consultants available 24/7
Call 866.537.6237
Thomas G. Durham, PhD, LADC, has been involved in the field of addiction treatment since 1974 as a counselor, clinical supervisor, program director, and educator. As Director of Training at NAADAC, he is responsible for the assessment, coordination, curriculum development and delivery of training to professionals in the field of addiction treatment. Durham also teaches graduate courses in psychology at North-central University. He previously worked in government contracting with SAMHSA and the Department of Defense. He has also served as a consultant and trainer for the Federal Bureau of Prisons’ addiction treatment programs. A seasoned curriculum developer and trainer, Durham has been conducting training for over 25 years on a variety of topics on the treatment of addictions including motivational interviewing, co-occurring disorders, and clinical supervision.

V. John Ella, JD, CIPP, practices employment law at the law firm of Trepanier MacGillis Batina P.A. and is a member of the Minnesota Board of Medical Practice. He has represented employers in over two dozen lawsuits involving the Minnesota Drug and Alcohol Testing in the Workplace Act (DATWA). He has written several articles about drug testing law in Minnesota, including for Bench & Bar Magazine and the Minneapolis Star Tribune. He has presented on the topic of drug testing law to the Minnesota state convention for the Society of Human Resources Management on two occasions. He is a certified information privacy professional and a certified specialist in labor and employment law.

Jan Fertig, PhD, has taught undergraduate courses in sociology and psychology at the Milwaukee School of Engineering since 2003. These courses include Sociology, Social Psychology, Abnormal Psychology, Addictions & Compulsions and more. The addictions course is popular among nursing students as well as biomedical engineering students, but is also frequently chosen by electrical, mechanical and software engineering students. It is designed for a broad audience. Fertig developed the instructional materials for the Addictions and Compulsions course from a variety of sources. Fertig has served as Assistant Professor and Assessment Coordinator in the Department of Humanities, Social Sciences and Communication.

Jody Forter, MS, LMFT, has over 25 years of professional experience in the behavioral health profession. Each year, Forter does various professional presentations on co-occurring disorders and LBGT health. She is a founding member of the Long Beach Gay Men’s Health Summit, which is in its 11th year. She provides clinical services to patients in the Department of Addiction Medicine for Kaiser Permanente.

Tamarah Gehlen, LMFT, LADC, is the National Director of Training for Nexus, a family of treatment programs, and a graduate level professor at Adler Graduate School. She has extensive public speaking experience, including three TEDx talks, as well as published works on Amazon.

Sally Guillet, MS, LP, has worked in the addictions and mental health fields for over 35 years as a clinician, program manager, supervisor and educator. At Hazelden, she was an early advocate of dual diagnosis and integrated treatment and broadened the substance use disorder program at Honeywell Inc. to a one point entry in a broad-brush employee assistance program. She went on to teach and supervise student interns in Ireland and most recently at Metro State University in St. Paul, MN. She is an approved supervisor by the MN Board of Behavioral Health and Therapy and supervises LADC, LPC and LPCC candidates via Sarah A. Guillet MS, LP Consulting LLC.

Corin Hammitt, BS, MHA, is an experienced Lean practitioner who has helped multiple organizations initiate the Lean journey. Through a process of demonstrating results, developing people, and showing “the why” of Lean process improvement, she has transformed inco- cent bystanders to committed believers. At Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation, Hammitt is responsible for executing an organization-wide Lean initiative. This includes consulting on strategic projects, developing the capability for all leaders to manage the A3 project process, certifying hundreds of employees in the basics of Lean, and delivering engaging education sessions to all leaders. Her team’s strategic project work has achieved over $1 million in economic impact in one year.

Zachary Hansen, EdD, LADC, NCC, is a counselor educator specializing in addiction counseling and treatment of co-occurring disorders. His academic and research interests include clinical intuition, group counseling, adolescent counseling, clinical supervision, and existential psychotherapy. Hansen serves as an Assistant Professor for the Hazelden Betty Ford Graduate School of Addiction Studies. Previously, he served as an Assistant Professor and Program Coordinator for the Alcohol and Drug Studies Program at Minnesota State University – Mankato. Clinical experience includes adult and adolescent addiction counseling in inpatient and outpatient settings, and outpatient adult mental health counseling. Hansen is a Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor and National Certified Counselor.

Joyce Hartje, PhD, earned her PhD in Social Psychology from the University of Nevada – Reno (UNR) in May 2007. She is currently the Evaluation and Research Project Manager at UNR’s Center for the Application of Substance Abuse Technologies (CASAT) and responsible for developing and responding to grant and contract opportunities, creating research/evaluation designs and instrument, conducting research and evaluation data collection, interpreting results, and reporting findings to funders for CASAT’s state and federal grant projects, including the National Frontier and Rural Addiction Technology Transfer Center (SAMHSA/CSAT) and the Mountain Plains FASD Practice and Implementation Center (CDC).

Billy Heckle, RPh, CAC II, is an Addictions Counselor at the William J. McCord Adolescent Treatment Facility in Orangeburg, SC. He has been a pharmacist since 1975 and an addiction counselor since 1994. Heckle does trainings on recreational drugs, addiction, pain issues and co-occurring disorders throughout South Carolina and across the country. His trainings are attended by medical, clinical, judicial, educational, law enforcement and other professionals. He has served on the Governor’s Committee on Prescription Opioid Abuse and on the Advisory Committee of Recovering Professionals Program.

Erin Hobbs, MPA, currently serves as Associate Program Director in the Collaborative for Excellence in Behavioral Health Research and Practice at the UMKC’s School of Nursing and Health Studies. Hobbs is responsible for providing project management and oversight to multiple, high-profile national projects and initiatives. This includes providing strategic and operational direction for HealthKnowledge.org, an online learning portal delivering high-quality, on-demand and instructor-led courses through a sustainable, fully-supported, and
feature-rich environment to over 8,000 active users annually. Hobbs received her Bachelors of Arts degree from the University of Missouri, and her Master's in Public Administrator degree at the University of Missouri – Kansas City (UMKC).

Darryl S. Inaba, PharmD, CATC V, CADC III, is the Director of Clinical and Behavioral Health Services for the Addictions Recovery Center and Director of Research and Education of CNS Productions in Medford, OR. He is an Associate Clinical Professor at the University of California, Special Consultant, Instructor, at the University of Utah School on Alcohol and Other Drug Dependencies, and a Lifetime Fellow at Haight Ashbury Free Clinics, Inc. Inaba has authored several papers, award winning educational films and co-authored Uppers, Downers, All Arounders, a text on addiction and related disorders that is used in more than 400 colleges and universities. He has been honored with over 90 individual awards for his work in the areas of prevention and treatment of substance use problems.

Kimberly A. Johnson, PhD, MBA, the Director of the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, has an extensive career in behavioral health that has earned her numerous awards, including the Federal DHHS Commissioner’s Award for Child Welfare Efforts and the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors’ Recognition for Service to the field of Substance Abuse Treatment and Prevention. Before joining SAMHSA’s leadership team, Johnson had served as Deputy Director for Operations of CHESS/NIATx at the University of Wisconsin, Madison; as Director of the Office of Substance Abuse in Maine; and as Executive Director of Crossroads for Women, a women’s addiction treatment agency.

Mita Johnson, EdD, LAC, LPC, LMFT, ACS, MAC, SAP, has been a well-regarded Certified Addiction Counselor trainer in Colorado for over 10 years. Johnson is an assistant faculty member at Metropolitan State University of Denver and affiliate faculty at Argosy University – Denver. Johnson teaches and trains regionally and nationally. She has a Bachelor’s degree in Biology, a Master’s degree in Counseling Psychology, and a Doctor of Education degree in Counselor Education and Supervision. Johnson is Past-President of the Colorado Association for Addiction Professionals, and NAADAC’s Southwest Regional VP and Ethics Chair. Johnson’s passion is working to empower clinicians to provide the best care possible. When not working, Johnson loves to travel, read, quilt, hug elk and deer, and enjoy great meals with family and friends.

Angela Thomas Jones, LCMHC, MLADC, LCS, RYT, began her career as an Outward Instructor over 30 years ago when her journey into long-term recovery as a child survivor of family violence began. She has since completed postgraduate certification with the Trauma Center of the Justice Resource Institute founded and directed by Dr. Bessel van der Kolk, MD. Her work with Dartmouth Medical Center Palliative Care and the NH Department of Corrections led her to develop a style of yoga practice utilizing trauma-sensitive protocols. She recently published a literature review, Trauma-Sensitive Yoga Practice, and has been a contributor to the New England Institute of Addiction Studies since 1991. She is a Yoga Alliance Registered Yoga Teacher and Licensed Clinical Supervisor.
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Megan Jones, LISW, CADC, has her Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Social Work. She has been in the human service field since 1999, working primarily in the fields of domestic violence, substance use disorders and mental health. Jones worked for the Integrative Services Project (ISP) as a research assistant and domestic violence consultant from 2001–2002, returning as a part-time substance use disorder and domestic violence specialist in 2005. She conducted a safety and sobriety audit with domestic violence and substance agencies, as well follow up research on service integration, in 2005. She has been a state-wide trainer and national and international presenter while working for ISP. Along with her team members, Jones also has a published articles in Counselor Magazine and co-authored several training manuals.

Pete Katz, LCDC, ADC III, ICADC, a consultant, educator and inventor, has facilitated well over 50 CEU addictive studies workshops. He taught college level classes at Austin Community College on pharmacology and addiction theory for 10 years. Katz invented a patented Alcohol & Other Drug (AOD) assessment process, ‘A Method for Assessing the Severity on Non-Addictive and Addictive Psychoactive Chemical Relationships.’ Katz has been a Certified Alcohol and Drug Abuse Counselor (CADAC/LCDC) for 29 years. He was a consulting member of SAMHSA’s Consultant Exchange Data Base (CEDB) of the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (CSAT) for nearly two decades and is author of an 8-hour cannabis intervention curriculum that has now served well over a thousand clients in Austin, TX.

Mukta Kaur Khalsa, PhD, has been the director of Super-Health®, a system of yogenic science to break habits and addictive behavior, since 1973. Khalsa directed the first yogic-based specialized hospital for those with substance use disorders and mental health issues. Today, she conducts worldwide trainings approved by American Holistic Nurses Association and NAADAC for counsellors and physical therapists.

Judi Kosterman, PhD, has over two decades of experience in substance use issues at local, state and national levels. She worked as a Washington State Drug Control Executive, the National Center for Advancement of Prevention Director, a White House Drug Policy Advisor, and CADCA Executive Vice President. In addition to her NBRL position, she serves as National Board Member to the National Association of Drug Court and Veteran Treatment Court Professionals (NADCP) and the National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence (NCADD). As founding Board Chair of Grace After Fire, she assisted our women veterans in their re-entry into civilian life. Kosterman holds a Doctorate in Education, Leadership and Addiction Studies from Seattle University.

Rick Krueger, MA, LPCC, LADC, CBIS, is the Clinical Director at Vinland National Center. He has worked in the area of behavioral health for over 25 years. He has presented trainings addressing co-occurring disorders, cognitive disabilities, building resiliency, and trauma-informed services at the state and national level. Krueger earned his Master’s degree in Clinical Psychology at Loras College. He has been a team member on two federally funded projects. The National Institute of Drug Abuse grant focused on improving the transfer of clinical information to front-line clinical staff. Secondly, he developed a family program to assist families in strengthening their commitment through the development of leisure activities and recognizing the importance of family traditions.

Barbara Krovitz-Neren, MA, has been a youth and parenting advocate for 35 years. Currently, she coaches parents with teens and young adults who are chemically dependent or have mental health challenges. She was co-founder and director of Children Are People, and founder of Confident Kids. She trained individuals locally, nationally and internationally. She is the founder of Competent Parents, Confident Kids and created a new program through her work with thousands of children and families called “Foundational Parenting.” She has completed a Master’s degree in counseling, a program in family system dynamics and a two-year program in substance use disorder. She has also studied MBSR at the University of Massachusetts. She is completing a book on helping parents reclaim their power using foundational parenting strategies.

Jeffrey Lang, MS, LCADC, CCS, CPRP, is an educator and practicing Licensed Clinical Alcohol and Drug Counselor in southern New Jersey. Lang has championed the cause of clinician and client wellness since his own health issues as a young counselor in the 1980s. Lang’s high energy presentations and his strong use of humor and motivation offer the participant an opportunity to consider their clients’ needs and the stigma and hopeless they feel in relation to their co-existing eating issues and substance use disorders. Person-centered care is the over-arching principle of his work and presentations.

Kathleen Ayers Lanzillotta, MPA, CASAC, has over 25 years of professional experience in the field of addictions treatment, prevention and education. She has held positions ranging from a direct care counselor to Program Director. Her areas of expertise include systems planning, program development, coordination and oversight, budgeting, personnel management, in-service training, coalition building and advocacy, quality assurance, regulatory compliance, establishing and implementing policies and procedures and integration of community health and human services. Since 2013, Lanzillotta has been the Program Coordinator for the Suffolk County Community College (SCCC) Chemical Dependency Counselor Training Program. In 2015, she was promoted to Academic Chairperson of the Allied Health Sciences Department. SCCC is the largest Community College in the State University of New York (SUNY) system.

Sherri Layton, LCDC, CCS, began working in the addiction treatment field in 1977. She has worked for La Hacienda Treatment Center since 1992 and currently manages their outpatient, continuing care, and alumni services, coordinates La Hacienda’s legislative involvement on the state and national level, contributes to accreditation and licensure compliance, and oversees staff training. Layton frequently speaks on topics related to addiction treatment, clinical supervision, advocacy, and leadership development. She served on the Advisory Committee for SAMHSA/NAADAC’s Recovery to Practice Initiative and helped to develop a curriculum with nine webinars.

Marty Lerner, MS, PhD, is the CEO of the Milestones in Recovery Eating Disorders Program located in Cooper City, FL. A graduate of Nova Southeastern University, Lerner is a licensed and board certified psychologist who has specialized in the treatment of eating disorders since 1980. He has appeared on numerous national television and radio programs, including The NPR Report, 20/20, Discovery Health, and ABC’s Nightline, as well authored several publications related to
eating disorders in the professional literature, national magazines, and newspapers including USA Today, The Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Miami Herald, Orlando and Hollywood Sun Sentinels. He is also a clinical volunteer with the PRN working with recovering healthcare providers.

**Rokelle Lerner** is the Senior Clinical Advisor for Crossroads Recovery Center in Antigua and served as a co-founder/facilitator for Spring Workshops in London, UK, for the last 18 years. She has received numerous awards for her work, including Esquire magazine’s “Top 100 Women in the U.S. Who are Changing the Nation” and the Lifetime Achievement Award from the National Association for Children of Alcoholics. Lerner has been an advisor and consultant with U.S. agencies, corporations, and hundreds of individuals on relationships, boundary issues and addiction. Her many publications include *Affirmations for Adult Children of Alcoholics, The Object of My Affection is in My Reflection: Coping with Narcissists,* and *Living In the Comfort Zone: The Gift of Boundaries in Relationship.*

**Tanya Line, MPS, LADC,** completed her Master’s degree in Integrated Behavioral Health at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities. As an undergraduate student at the University of Minnesota, she earned concurrent certificates in Addiction Studies and Applied Business. She is a Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor, a clinical trainer, and research associate at the Minnesota Center for Chemical and Mental Health, a center of excellence bridging the gap between research and practice. Line has presented research and led workshops at several national and regional conferences. She is currently developing and conducting skills-based workshops throughout Minnesota and has been training practitioners in Illness Management and Recovery, as well as providing expert consultation services in her role as clinical trainer.

**John P. McAndrew, MA, MDiv,** is a spiritual teacher, facilitator, musician, counselor, and poet. With a background in theology, music, literature, thanatology and counseling, he has worked in treatment settings, education, corporate consultancy, parish communities, detention facilities, and hospice care. During his tenure as Director of Spiritual Care at the Betty Ford Center in Rancho Mirage, CA, he began to incorporate this experience into Sensible Spirituality Associates, offering spiritual counseling and tools for recovery. McAndrew currently provides Spiritual Care for Family Hospice Care in Palm Springs, CA, continues to offer retreats for people in recovery, and facilitates the Spiritual Development Process for those who seek deeper spiritual engagement. McAndrew currently provides Spiritual Care for Wilshire Hospice in San Luis Obispo, CA.

**John McAndrew** is a singer/songwriter and piano player from St. Paul, MN, who currently lives in Nashville, TN. His music has been heard around the world. McAndrews has worked on a regular basis at several treatment centers with programs/presentations/workshops on music and spirituality for faculty and patients, family programs, and alumni events, including at Betty Ford Center, Cirque Lodge, and Little Creek Lodge. While touring, McAndrew speaks and performs for recovery audiences across the country, working regularly with Cumberland Heights in Nashville, TN, DC-4 in Nashville, The Betty Ford Center in California, English Mountain Recovery in Sevierville, TN, and New Found Life in Long Beach, CA.

**Kevin McCauley, MD,** is a graduate of Drexel University Medical School and received his Naval Flight Surgeon training at the Naval Aerospace Medical Institute, where he served as a flight surgeon for the Marine Corps Air Station. Following his military service, McCauley was the Director of Le Mont, a sober living and recovery management program in Sandy, UT, and was president of the Utah Association of Recovery Residences. He is currently the Director of Program Services at New Roads Behavioral Health in Salt Lake City, UT. As co-founder of the Institute for Addiction Study, McCauley wrote and directed two films, “Pleasure Unwoven” about the neuroscience of addiction, and “Memo to Self” about recovery management in commercial airline pilots and professionals with substance use disorders.

**Michael McGuire, LCSW, LMFT, LCAS, CCS-I,** is employed by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Social Work as both a Clinical Assistant Professor and the Director of the Substance Use and Addiction Specialty program. He is a licensed Clinical Social Worker (LCSW), Marriage and Family Therapist (LMFT), and Clinical Addictions Specialist (LCAS), and an approved supervisor for each licensure. Additionally, McGuire is the lead trainer for a state-sponsored program aimed at workforce development in the field of addiction. He is a certified Feedback Informed Treatment trainer and has incorporated FIT into a variety of evidence-based treatment models.

**Wanda McMichael, CAC II, NCAC II, SAP,** has many years of experience in the treatment of substance use disorders. She is also a Department of Transportation (DOT) regulated Substance Abuse Professional and a Certified Addictions Counselor II by the State of North Carolina and NAADAC. Her experience spans over a cross-section of the population through employment with several county and private alcohol and drugs abuse treatment programs for adults and adolescents, the juvenile justice system, and two community organizations. While managing Serenity Place, a 16-bed residential treatment program for chemically-addicted pregnant/parenting women and their children, her program was featured on CNN.com.

**Cindy Meyer, MA, LMFT, LADC,** is Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist and Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor. Meyer is also a Minnesota Board Approved Supervisor and a National Board Approved Supervisor Candidate (AAMFT). She has over 10 years of experience working with individuals, families and couples. Her extensive work in varied settings has provided her the opportunity to work with a range of clients from those actively seeking therapy to those that are more resistant. Meyer has a passion for teaching Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills and often incorporates these skills into her individual/family sessions with clients to give them skills they can use right away as well as facilitating adolescent, recovery and adult DBT skill groups.

**Vicki Michaels, PhD,** received her Doctorate degree from the University of Wyoming in clinical psychology and her Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from Minot State University. She is a licensed psychologist, the director of the addiction studies program, and chair of the Department of Addiction Studies, Psychology, and Social Work. She is a professor and has been teaching at Minot State since 2001. She is a past president of the International Coalition for Addiction Studies Education, a past president of the North Dakota Board of Addiction Counselor Examiners, and a member of the National Addiction Studies Accreditation Commission Board.
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Mark Mishek, JD, is the President and CEO of the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation. He came to the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation from the Allina Hospitals & Clinics system, where he held various senior positions, including President of United Hospital of St. Paul, Executive Vice President for Law & Public Affairs and General Counsel, and Corporate Secretary.

Alberta Montano-Defabio, ScD, LCADC, CCS, has a Doctorate of Science in Clinical Psychology. She is a Licensed Clinical Alcohol & Drug Counselor, a Certified Clinical Supervisor, and a Certified Criminal Justice Specialist who has worked extensively in the field of additions, sexual assault and related problems for 30 years. She has worked in the United States and Europe developing presentations for workshops, professional trainings and conferences and has presented papers at several international conferences in Switzerland and Great Britain on sexual assault and related topics. She is currently the Chief Clinical Officer at Seabrook House overseeing the Residential, IOP and Extended Care programs for alcohol and drug addictions and continues her 30 year commitment to Trauma Informed Care.

William C. Moyers, the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation’s Vice President of Public Affairs and Community Relations, is also the author of Broken: My Story of Addiction and Redemption (2006), a memoir that became a New York Times best-seller, and Now What? An Insider’s Guide to Addiction and Recovery (2012). Moyers has also appeared on Larry King Live and Oprah and is a regular contributor to Good Morning America. As a former journalist for CNN, his work has been featured in the New York Times, USA Today and Newsweek.

Eileen O’Mara, EdD, LADC, NCC, is Core Faculty at Capella University where she teaches addiction counseling and fieldwork courses. Previously, she was an Assistant Dean of the Hazelden Graduate School and an Associate Professor at the Addiction Transfer Center at the University of Nevada – Reno. She has published and presented on addiction counseling and clinical supervision nationally and internationally. O’Mara’s experience includes higher education administration, university teaching, EAP and counseling in colleges and agencies. O’Mara and her husband live in Minnesota.

Maeve O’Neill, MEd, LCDC, LPC S, CDWF, is a Licensed Professional Counselor and Supervisor with expertise as a Licensed Chemical Dependency Counselor. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Social Work and a Master’s degree in Education with specialization in counseling and development. After working for almost 20 years in behavioral health in the Washington, DC, Maryland and Virginia areas, she moved to Texas in 2006. She has worked as a preventionist, counselor, manager, director and executive leader in community organizations, schools, and treatment centers, as well as in private practice settings. Her broad experience with children, adolescents, adults and families has gifted her the opportunity to impact many lives.

Annette Pearson, MS, LADC, CBIS, has served as the Director of Outpatient Services for Vinland National Center for over 17 years. She is active in the addiction field serving on the DHS TBI advisory board, as a DHS peer reviewer, and on the MARRCH education committee. She is a guest professor at the Hazelden Betty Ford Graduate School of Addiction Studies and has taught all over the United States at state and national conferences on brain injuries and addiction.

Patrice M. Pooler, MA, ADC, is President of the West Virginia State Association of Addiction Professionals. With an addictions career spanning over 21 years, she has worked in residential substance use disorder programs, outpatient treatment centers and community mental health. She is the Executive Director of Mid-Ohio Valley Fellowship Home, Inc., a residential recovery program. She works with a great team and helps rebuild lives. Pooler is wife to her best friend, Matt. She is mom to three awesome young adults and her 7-year old black Lab.

Christine Reilly, is the Senior Research Director of the National Center for Responsible Gaming (NCRG), the only national organization dedicated to helping disordered gamblers and their families through high quality scientific research and evidence-based education programs. Reilly is responsible for coordinating the research grants program, the Annual NCRG Conference on Gambling and Addiction, the NCRG Webinar Series, and other educational programs. She previously served as the Executive Director of the Institute for Research on Pathological Gambling and Related Disorders at Harvard Medical School and Cambridge Health Alliance. She earned her Master of Arts degree from Vanderbilt University and graduated magna cum laude from Randolph-Macon Woman’s College.

Amanda Richards, MA, LPCC, LADC, MT-BC, is a counselor, educator, creative arts therapist, technical writer, and clinical supervisor. She is Community Faculty in the Alcohol and Drug Counseling Program at Metropolitan State University and Practice Manager for the Addiction Medicine Program and Coordinated Care Center at Hennepin County Medical Center. She has seen and heard just about everything in her 30+ years of clinical experience working across the continuum of care in the treatment of mental health and substance use disorders, primarily with underserved populations.

Bridget Rivera, PsyD, is a licensed clinical psychologist and a full time faculty member for Kaplan University’s Undergraduate Psychology Department. Among other agencies and organizations, she has facilitated cultural competence trainings for the National Security Agency, Mid-Atlantic Group Psychotherapy Society and Veteran’s Affairs. Rivera has co-authored a book chapter and authored peer reviewed articles and academic presentations on the clinical utility of assessment. She was awarded the Martin Mayman award from the Society for Personality Assessment in 2010 for distinguished contribution to the literature. She has over 15 years of clinical experience with a focus on addictions. She also served as the Assistant Director for Training for a college counseling center and has a private practice.

J. Carlos Rivera, CADC II, ICADC, is the Executive Director at White Bison, Inc., in Colorado Springs, CO. Rivera is an enrolled tribal member with the Sherwood Valley Band of Pomo Indians. He received his degree in Chemical Dependency Studies at the American River College. He served as a substance abuse disorder treatment provider for 10 years at the Sacramento Native American Health Center, Inc., providing services to adult men and women on parole, juvenile offenders and other individuals referred by the Department of Corrections. He continues to make a difference in Native Tribal communities serving as the Executive Director for White Bison, Inc. Rivera is a former committee member for the Juvenile Justice & Delinquency State Committee for California, to which he was appointed by Governor Jerry Brown.
Jessica Rodriguez, PhD, MAC, CATC V, CIP, is currently the Clinical Director of Gateway Corp and Clinical Consultant and Educator for Onsite Strategies. Her primary focus is promoting evidence-based programs and practices that foster and build assets at the individual and community levels. Her work in the field of co-occurring treatment, SUD, CTRT, Cultural Competency, Integrated Treatment Approaches for Complex Addictions, Family Systems and Relational trainings have been presented at national conferences. Specifically, she has extensive knowledge and experience in clinical supervision, interventions, co-occurring disorders, trauma, behavior, relationships, CTRT, CBT, DBT, ACT, MET, program evaluation and improving service delivery systems.

Martin Rosenzweig, MD, has more than 20 years of experience in the field of behavioral health and expertise in the treatment of mood disorders. He has worked as the Medical Director of the Counseling Program of PA Hospital in Philadelphia, the Director of the Adult Treatment Service, and as the Director of the Mood Disorders Program at the Institute of Pennsylvania Hospital. Rosenzweig has served as senior medical director for the Philadelphia Care Advocacy Center since 2001 and as senior medical director for the Philadelphia Care Advocacy Center since 2001. He has recently been architect of the Optum response to the growing opiate epidemic and helps to coordinate operational, network and affordability efforts to address the trend, including development of specialty Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) network.

Eric Schmidt, MBA, MSW, has served in key executive level positions in the behavioral health and substance use disorder field for the past 27 years. He has received both an MSW and an MBA. He has extensive clinical experience working with addiction, borderline personality disorder, trauma, and post-traumatic stress disorder. Schmidt is adjunct faculty for the University of Utah School of Social Work, where he teaches clinical and professional development courses. Currently, he co-owns and serves as the CEO of New Roads Behavioral Health, which serves clients with severe persistent mental illness, addiction, and personality disorders. He is the President of the Utah Association of Addiction Treatment Providers. He also serves as a member of several national organizations for behavioral health.

Gerard J. Schmidt, MA, LPC, MAC, is the Chief Operations Officer at Valley HealthCare System in Morgantown, WV, and has been in the mental health and addictions treatment profession for the past 45 years. Publications to his credit include several articles on the development of Employee Assistance Programs in rural areas and wellness in the workplace, addictions practice in residential settings, and an overview of addictions practice in the United States. He has edited Treatment Improvement Protocols for CSAT for several years and has been active with the Mid-Atlantic ATTC. Schmidt has served as Chair of the NAADAC Certification Commission and the Public Policy Committee, and is currently the Clinical Affairs Consultant for NAADAC.

Pamela Shultz, MD, FASM, is an addiction medicine physician and former Medical Director of Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation in Center City, MN. Shultz has expertise in detoxification, medical complications of addiction, and medication assisted treatments for opiates and other addictive substances. Shultz earned her medical degree at the University of Illinois and is board certified in internal medicine and a diplomate of the American Board of Addiction Medicine. She is an adjunct faculty member at the University of Minnesota Department of Family Medicine and Community Health and an Adjunct Professor for the Hazelden Betty Ford Graduate School of Addiction Studies. She has been the Course Director for HBFF’s Addiction Medicine for the Primary Care Provider Conference since its inception.

Amy B. Smith, LPC, MAC, SAP, serves as a Public Health Analyst at the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (CSAT) Office of Consumer Affairs (OCA). She is the Task Lead for National Recovery Month initiatives and is the COR for several recovery-focused programs. In 1999, she took a position at Whitman Walker Clinic and spent the next 12 years as Behavioral Health Program Manager. She joined SAMHSA in 2011 as a Public Health Advisor within CSAT’s Division of State and Community Assistance. In September 2015, she was detailed to the Executive Office of the President at the Office of National Drug Control Policy for three months where she worked to enhance the treatment, recovery and prevention efforts and wrote talking points for Director Michael Botticelli.

Margaret Smith, EdD, MLADC, is a Professor in Health Science/Addictions at Keene State College. She is a member of the National Association of Alcohol and Other Drug Professionals, the International Coalition of Addiction Studies Educators, and several other national, regional and local committees. Smith’s prior work includes prevention, intervention and treatment in such positions as a case manager in elder services, a substance use disorders counselor in a hospital setting, and a college alcohol and other drug educator. Her specialties include addiction, co-occurring disorders, elder substance use disorders, women, gerontology, gay/lesbian/bisexual culture and heterosexism reduction, diversity, and higher education.

Dustin Sulak, DO, is an integrative medicine physician with an emphasis in osteopathy, energy medicine, mind-body medicine, and medical cannabis. His clinical practice focuses on treating refractory conditions in adults and children with an individualized, health-centered approach. Sulak is the founder of Integr8 Health, an integrative medicine center with three locations in New England that treat over 18,000 patients with medical cannabis, and Healer.com, an education and research portal for medical cannabis patients.

An-Pyong Sun, PhD, LCSW, is a Professor of Social Work at the University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV). She received her PhD from Case Western Reserve University and her MSW from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Her area of specialty is addiction treatments. She has been with UNLV for more than 15 years and teaches Treatment of Addictions and Research Methods. Prior to her employment in academia, she was a counselor/social worker at an outpatient recovery services center in New York City.

Peter Suski, PhD, MAC, CASAC, is a mental health counselor and addictions specialist in private practice in Stony Brook, NY. He holds a doctorate degree in counseling psychology and is certified as both a Master Addictions Counselor by NAADAC and a Certified Alcoholic and Substance Abuse Counselor by NY State. He is on the faculty of the Addictions Counselor Training Program at Molloy College on Long Island, is a frequent speaker for counselor training groups, and has published several papers on addictions and clinical issues in counseling.
Ivette A. Torres, MEd, MS, is the Associate Director for Consumer Affairs at the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (CSAT), Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. She joined SAMHSA in the fall of 1997, and leads the CSAT team responsible for generating and disseminating behavioral health information to SAMHSA’s mission.

Sandra Valente, PhD, is a Professor and Coordinator of the DARC Program at Naugatuck Valley Community College in Waterbury, CT, which achieved NASAC Accreditation as an Addiction Studies Program in May 2014. She is licensed as an addictions counselor (LADC), Certified Clinical Supervisor, Professional Counselor (LPC) and holds Board Certification as a Psychotherapist. She has had a private practice for the past 15 years in which she treats individuals with mental health and addiction issues. Valente has presented at local and national conferences, and is published in the ACA’s Encyclopedia of Counseling (2008) and has authored a chapter titled Navigating the Mental Health System, in Counseling with Confidence: From Preservice to Professional Practice (Young & Michael, 2009).

Daniel J. Trolaro, MS, is the Assistant Executive Director for the Council on Compulsive Gambling of New Jersey providing support, treatment, and hope to both the problem gambler and his or her loved ones. He is a graduate of TCNJ School of Finance, holds his Master of Science degree in Psychology from California Coast University, and is now pursuing his gambling counselor certification. Trolaro has spoken to numerous groups around the state about internet gambling, process and substance use similarities and differences, e-sports, daily fantasy sports and the warning signs for disordered gambling. He also addresses the concept of addiction switching, co-occurrence, recovery, and the behaviors associated with this devastating addiction.

Noé Vargas, DBH, LPC, FT, NCC, has a Doctorate degree in Behavioral Health from Arizona State University and is the Assistant Dean for the College of Humanities and Social Sciences at Grand Canyon University. Vargas currently serves as the faculty representative for the Arizona Counseling Association (AzCA). Vargas holds an Arizona independent license as a Professional Counselor and an associate license as a Substance Abuse Counselor. He has been certified by the Green Cross as a Field Traumatologist, is a National Certified Counselor, and is an Arizona Board qualified clinical supervisor. Vargas specializes in the areas of psychological trauma and substance use disorder, and he has been trained to work side-by-side with medical doctors integrating behavioral health and medical care.

Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP, is the Executive Director of NAADAC. She previously served as the Project Director of Central East Addiction Technology Transfer Center and as the Program Director for Volunteers of America Western Washington. She has been the administrator of multi-county, publicly-funded alcohol/drug prevention/intervention/treatment centers. She has been an international, national and state trainer for over 25 years in a variety of topics. She has also served as President of NAADAC and has worked as a curriculum writer. Her book, Rein in Your Brain: From Impulsivity to Thoughtful Living in Recovery, was released in May 2014 by Hazelden Publishers. Moreno Tuohy holds a Bachelor’s degree in social work and advanced studies degrees in social work and public administration.

Chaniece Winfield, PhD, ACS, LPC, CADC, CSAC, is the Substance Abuse Credential Coordinator for the Counseling and Human Services Department at Old Dominion University. In addition, she is a lecturer of human service education with a focus on addiction course content. Winfield has several years of experience providing addiction and co-occurring treatment services in both the public and private sectors across the lifespan. She currently provides CSAC/CADC supervision to entry level professionals and her research interests include developing competency in substance use disorder professionals.

Cynthia Turner, LCSW, LSATP, is the Co-Founder and Clinical Director of Insight Into Action Therapy and has been in the addiction field for over 20 years. She co-developed and facilitates the Dual Diagnosis Recovery Program®, is an expert witness, a clinical supervisor for licensure, and provides therapy for players involved in the National Football League Program for Substances of Abuse. Her book, Can I Keep Drinking? How You Can Decide When Enough is Enough, challenges the traditional belief that all drinkers experiencing problems must be alcoholics who need to quit drinking forever.

Sandra Valente, PhD, is a Professor and Coordinator of the DARC Program at Naugatuck Valley Community College in Waterbury, CT, which achieved NASAC Accreditation as an Addiction Studies Program in May 2014. She is licensed as an addictions counselor (LADC), Certified Clinical Supervisor, Professional Counselor (LPC) and holds Board Certification as a Psychotherapist. She has had a private practice for the past 15 years in which she treats individuals with mental health and addiction issues. Valente has presented at local and national conferences, and is published in the ACA’s Encyclopedia of Counseling (2008) and has authored a chapter titled Navigating the Mental Health System, in Counseling with Confidence: From Preservice to Professional Practice (Young & Michael, 2009).

Noé Vargas, DBH, LPC, FT, NCC, has a Doctorate degree in Behavioral Health from Arizona State University and is the Assistant Dean for the College of Humanities and Social Sciences at Grand Canyon University. Vargas currently serves as the faculty representative for the Arizona Counseling Association (AzCA). Vargas holds an Arizona independent license as a Professional Counselor and an associate license as a Substance Abuse Counselor. He has been certified by the Green Cross as a Field Traumatologist, is a National Certified Counselor, and is an Arizona Board qualified clinical supervisor. Vargas specializes in the areas of psychological trauma and substance use disorder, and he has been trained to work side-by-side with medical doctors integrating behavioral health and medical care.

Jessica Wong is Regional Business Development Director for the Central and Eastern Regions at Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation. In her current role, she provides resources and information for families and professionals needing treatment and recovery resources for adolescents and young adults across the country. Wong is a well-known speaker nationally on the topic of teens and technology, and has spoken to parent and professional audiences across the country on this topic.

Robert Wubbolding, EdD, LPCC, is a professional presenter whose workshops include practical demonstrations of how to counsel a wide variety of clients. He is director of the Center for Reality Therapy in Cincinnati, OH, professor emeritus at Xavier University, director of training for the William Glasser Institute (1987–2011), and has taught Reality Therapy around the world. As a counselor and psychologist, he has been a halfway house counselor for ex-offenders and a consultant to the drug and alcohol programs for the U.S. military. He has integrated reality therapy into the stages of recovery and authored 14 books, including Reality Therapy for the 21st Century and Reality Therapy: Theories of Psychotherapy Series published by the American Psychological Association.
Save the Dates!

We also invite sponsorships, exhibitors, and advertisers. Exhibit hall will sell out. Don’t be left out in 2017!

Registration opens January 3rd! www.naadac.org/2017annualconference

New Edition! Chemical Dependency Counseling, Fifth Edition
Robert R. Perkinson

To purchase, reference the 30% Discount Code N160708 by December 31, 2016.

Instructors, request your FREE review copy at sagepub.com or call 800-818-7243.

IdeaFinance Med is an exceptional company that specializes in providing billing and financial services for Substance Abuse and Behavioral Health facilities, nationwide.

Our services are designed to reduce costs, improve cash flow and increase revenue of our business partners. From VOB, Authorization and Utilization Reviews, managing all appeals and denials, to daily billing and weekly follow-up, and implementation of state-of-the-art technology platforms, we can assure our partners, to increase their “bottom line” between 20–50%.

For those, with cash flow problems, we offer CASH NEXT DAY Program (Factoring Service).

IdeaFinance Med
BENEFITS
• 20% of Increased Revenue
• Unique Technology of Service Platform
• Superior VOB, Authorization and Utilization
• 97% of First Pass Claims Acceptance
• Medical Specialty Specific Expertise
• Management of All Appeals and Denials
• Daily Billing, Weekly Follow-ups
• Superb, Tailored Customer Service
• Factoring Service (Immediate, Upfront CASH)
• Rapid Payments and Security Compliance

Please, visit Booth 76 for more details. We have some gifts for you!

Let’s talk about how you can outsource your billing to IdeaFinance Med, increase your receivables, and...

“Leave the worry, behind!”

www.ideafinancemed.com Phone: 317-231-5242

Perspectives on Substance Use Disorders and Addiction
Margaret Fetting

October 2015 • 256 pages paperback • $95

Substance Use Disorders and Addictions
Keith Morgen

August 2016 • 344 pages paperback • $92

New Workbooks Also Available!
The Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Client Workbook
(9781506307428) $43
The Gambling Addiction Client Workbook
(9781506307381) $43

To purchase, reference the 30% Discount Code N160708 by December 31, 2016.
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Exhibit Hall Schedule

October 7  7:00 pm – 9:00 pm  Open/Welcome Reception
October 8  7:30 am – 4:30 pm  Open
October 9  7:30 am – 4:30 pm  Open

Meet our 2016 exhibitors at the Welcome Reception on October 7 and during your meals and breaks on October 8 and 9. Exhibitors will be doing drawings for prizes Saturday afternoon through Sunday afternoon. To see if you’ve won a prize, please check at the NAADAC Registration Desk. Prizes can be picked up at the participating exhibitor’s booth. Fill out your exhibitor passport and get a chance to win big prizes to be awarded Sunday at 2:15 pm!

Hyatt Regency Minneapolis Exhibition Hall

AccuCare powered by Orion Healthcare Technology  Booth 84
http://www.myaccucare.com
For over 23 years, Orion has been providing technology solutions and professional services to improve the workflow for the addictions and mental health profession. The cloud-based AccuCare EHR, Orion’s flagship product, was designed by a highly experienced team of clinicians and engineers to improve the major areas of your agency, including clinical, financial, billing, administrative, research, and analysis. AccuCare includes everything from custom-built screenings/assessments, treatment planning, progress notes, scheduling, e-billing, discharge summaries, reporting, and more, securely accessible from the cloud. Whether it’s implementing the AccuCare EHR, custom-built technology solutions, or full-scale clinical and billing services, Orion offers a comprehensive menu of products and services to help meet the ever-changing needs of the field. For more information or a FREE demo visit www.orionhealthcare.com or www.myaccucare.com.

ACM Medical Laboratory  Booth 8
http://www.acmlab.com
ACM Medical Laboratory is an industry leader in providing the technology and exceptional services that are needed for drug testing. Our SAMSHA Certified Laboratory is staffed with a knowledgeable and dedicated team looking for ways to consistently meet and surpass our client’s goals for Drugs of Abuse Testing. For more information, go to www.acmlab.com.

Acres for Life  Booth 82
http://www.acresforlife.org
Acres for Life, Therapy & Wellness Center, a non-profit 501(c)3, has been in business since 2001, providing EAGALA Model Equine Assisted Psychotherapy and other experiential and traditional therapy and learning services to children, adolescents and adults, on an individual or group basis. Our main areas of focus are: Mental Health Support Services, Addictions Recovery Services, Family Support Services, Military Support Services, Youth/Adolescent Support Services, and Community Support Services. With two locations in Chisago and Stillwater we are living and breathing our core values every day of: Joy, Stewardship, Integrity, and Faith. Utilizing horses in the EAGALA Model creates opportunities for clients to experience their obstacles and opportunities in a whole new way, providing hope and healing.

Adapt Pharma  Booth 26
http://www.adaptpharma.com
Adapt Pharma is an innovative small business focused on developing cutting-edge treatments for patients with special medical conditions. Our product, NARCAN® Nasal Spray, is the first and only FDA approved nasal naloxone that requires no assembly, no specialized training and is needle-free. Please visit www.narcanasalspray.com for more details and Full Prescribing Information.
**ATTC Network**

Booth 54  
http://www.attcnetwork.org

The ATTC is an international, multidisciplinary resource for professionals in the addictions treatment and recovery services field. Established in 1993 by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), the ATTC Network is comprised of 10 Regional Centers, 4 National Focus Area Centers, 2 Centers of Excellence and a Network Coordinating Office. Together, the Network serves the 50 U.S. states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and the Pacific Islands of Guam, American Samoa, Palau, the Marshall Islands, Micronesia, and the Mariana Islands. The Network also includes Centers in Vietnam, Thailand, and Ukraine. The ATTC’s mission is to raise awareness of evidence-based and promising treatment and recovery practices, build skills to prepare the workforce to deliver state-of-the-art addictions treatment and recovery services, and change practice by incorporating these new skills into everyday use for the purpose of improving addictions treatment and recovery outcomes.

**Adler Graduate School**

Booth 3  
http://www.alfredadler.edu

Adler Graduate School is a private non-profit graduate school accredited by the North Central Association of the HLC. The overarching framework of Adler Graduate School is the vision of “Transforming Society through Social Interest in Action.” Alfred Adler believed the true measure of one’s overall health is displayed in their level of social interest. Adler Graduate School manifests this social interest through its dual commitments to higher education and community service. We take pride in our individualized relationships with students, alumni, faculty, and staff and aspire to an environment where people can serve or be served with great dignity. Adler Graduate School offers coursework leading to a Master of Arts in Adlerian Counseling and Psychotherapy, as well as post-Master’s coursework for licensure, and certificate programs.

**Advanced Clinical Laboratory Solutions Inc. (ACLS)**

Booth 6  
http://www.aclsdiagnostics.com

ACLS is a provider of diagnostic laboratory testing, information and services that enable physicians and other health-care professionals to make decisions to improve health. Clinical laboratory testing is an essential element in the delivery of health care services. Physicians use laboratory tests to assist in the detection, diagnosis, evaluation, monitoring and treatment of diseases and other medical conditions. We have combined the best available science, methods and technology to provide the next generation in clinical drug testing.

**Advix EHR**

Booth 58  
http://www.advicehr.com

Advix is a complete, affordable, web-based EHR and practice management system designed by trusted behavioral health professionals, for behavioral health providers. Advix supports treatment programs with multiple levels of care. Advix is not only the industry’s best value for an Electronic Health Record; it’s also an invaluable product when it comes to running your business. Our dedicated team will make the adoption of Advix EHR as seamless as possible. We provide customers with superior service throughout all phases of implementation and maintenance. We are committed to making Advix EHR work for you. Advix now introduces eMAT, a methadone module designed to address the needs of methadone providers, as well as efficiently dispense methadone. Advix is the right choice for community behavioral health providers.

**Aeon Clinical Laboratories**

Booth 1  
http://aeonclinical.com

Aeon Global Health’s mission is to lead a revolution in prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of diseases by providing healthcare providers with clinically actionable information that promotes patient centric, personalized medical care. Aeon aims to positively impact the lives of patients and physicians through innovation and leadership in the field of healthcare diagnostics. We offer innovative solutions in the areas of Cancer Genomics, Toxicology, Pharmacogenomics, Cystic Fibrosis and Health Technology Applications. Use of the latest in cutting-edge laboratory technology and automated processes allows us to stay ahead of the competition in quality assurance and reporting accuracy. From our fast turnaround times to our clear and comprehensive reporting, we are here to help you with a team of professionals that offer outstanding customer service.

**Alcoholics Anonymous**

Booth 11  
http://www.aa.org

Alcoholics Anonymous is a worldwide fellowship of sober alcoholics whose recovery is based on Twelve Steps. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. There are no dues or fees. A.A. is self-supporting through small, voluntary contributions from our members. A.A. neither seeks nor accepts outside funding. Our members observe personal anonymity at the public level. A.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage in any controversy, neither endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.

**Alkermes**

Booth 14  
http://www.alkermes.com

Alkermes plc (NASDAQ: ALKS) is a fully integrated, global biopharmaceutical company developing innovative medicines for the treatment of central nervous system (CNS) diseases. The company has a diversified commercial product portfolio and a substantial clinical pipeline of product candidates for chronic diseases that include schizophrenia, depression, addiction and multiple sclerosis. Headquartered in Dublin, Ireland, Alkermes plc has an R&D center in Waltham, MA; a research and manufacturing facility in Athlone, Ireland; and a manufacturing facility in Wilmington, Ohio. For more information, please visit the Alkermes website at www.alkermes.com.

**American Addiction Centers**

Booth 32  
http://www.americanaddictioncenters.org

American Addiction Centers is a leading provider of substance abuse treatment services. We treat adults who are struggling with drug and alcohol addiction and co-occurring mental health issues. With coast-to-coast facilities and caring, seasoned professionals, American Addiction Centers is your ideal treatment partner.

**American Bedding Manufacturers, Inc.**

Booth 75  
http://www.americanbeddingmfg.com

American Bedding Manufacturers offers fluid-proof mattresses and replacement mattress covers in BED BUG PROOF DESIGNS, wood and metal bunk beds, folding cots, wood and metal furniture, blankets, pillows, linens, online w/prices at www.americanbeddingmfg.com. Email: sales@americanbeddingmfg.com; phone 800.203.2507.

**American Professional Agency, Inc.**

Booth 57  
http://www.americansnmp.com

We are a leading provider of Professional Liability Insurance for the Behavioral Health and Mental Health fields — our Addictions Professionals program is endorsed by NAADAC. We are proud to partner with NAADAC to provide a broad coverage policy at a lower cost to
Addiction Counselors, Clinical Directors, Peer Recovery Support Specialists, Associates working toward licensure and Students. Coverage is also available for groups and corporations. Other programs are available for social workers, psychologists, psychiatrists, mental health professionals and allied health care professionals. Our caring representatives welcome the opportunity to provide additional information and discounts about our program. Visit us at www.americanprofessional.com or phone 800.421.6694.

American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM)  Booth 20
http://www.asam.org
The American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) is the United States’ leading addiction medicine professional society representing over 3,900 physicians, clinicians and associated professionals with a focus on addiction and its treatment. ASAM is dedicated to increasing access and improving the quality of addiction treatment, educating physicians and the public, supporting research and prevention, and promoting the appropriate role of physicians in the care of patients with addiction.

Anthony Louis Center  Booth 50
http://anthonylouiscenter.com
Our program treats adolescents ages 13–18 who are struggling with substance abuse. Anthony Louis Center and On-Belay believe that substance abuse is a treatable condition and one that affects emotional and family system functioning. We focus on the importance of family and community as a conduit for successful change. That’s why our program offers case management, group therapy, individual counseling, family group, and home plans for when a client completes the program.

Arrowhead Lodge Recovery  Booth 52
http://www.arrowheadlodgerecovery.com
Arrowhead Lodge is a mountain retreat for men over the age of 30 who need help in recovering from addiction. Our 90-day program combines evidence-based treatment with mindfulness and meditation, designed especially for adult men and their families. We treat alcoholism, drug addiction, sex addiction, trauma, PTSD, grief and loss, and co-occurring disorders like depression, anxiety and bi-polar. Our clients include: husbands, fathers, uncles, grandfathers, businessmen, professionals, clergy, celebrities, skilled workers and more. Our multidisciplinary team of licensed professionals include: psychiatry, addictionology, psychology, behavioral and mental health and spirituality. This holistic approach recognizes the dignity of the individual while treating the insidious disease of addiction. We are located in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains in Northern Arizona, just hours away from the Grand Canyon.

Beauterre Recovery Institute  Booth 65
http://www.beauterre.org
Beauterre Recovery Institute is a CARF accredited, 61-bed residential treatment provider in Owatonna, MN, licensed to treat individuals suffering from a substance use disorder and co-occurring mental health issues. The Beauterre Experience offers an approach to care where one size does not fit all, including the use of multiple therapeutic modalities and a heavy emphasis on embracing data to guide in the treatment process. Through the use of comprehensive assessments, psychiatric evaluations, psychological-emotional-behavioral functioning assessments, pharmacogenetic DNA genome testing and health and wellness therapies, each patient at Beauterre receives a personalized care plan tailored specifically to his or her individual needs. It is this commitment to responsive, patient-centric and holistic care that allows Beauterre to support each patient with the best opportunity for individual success moving forward.

Braeburn Pharmaceuticals  Booth 30
http://www.braeburnpharmaceuticals.com
Braeburn Pharmaceuticals is focused on long-acting treatments in neurological and psychiatric disorders. Probuphine® (buprenorphine) implant for opioid dependence is commercially available. Products in development include CAM2038, weekly and monthly subcutaneous injection of buprenorphine, in development for opioid addiction and pain, a risperidone six-month implant and a novel molecule, ATI-9242 for schizophrenia.

Building Bridges  Booth 31
http://www.buildingbridgesinc.net
Located in the scenic mountains of northwestern Montana, Building Bridges is a residential program for young men, ages 14–18, who are experiencing substance abuse and behavioral problems. Using an individualized, multidisciplinary approach, we are able to tailor a plan unique to each student. Our students begin with a framework that focuses on individual, family and group therapy. Building upon that framework we will challenge our students both socially and academically, and encourage their progress. Building Bridges students are able to draw on the tools they have learned to make significant, positive changes in their behaviors and choices. A student who successfully completes our program is able to return home, or to college, confident in themselves and their abilities.

Center for Reality Therapy  Booth 35
http://www.realitytherapywub.com
The Center for Reality Therapy provides training in reality therapy applied to mental health, recovery, schools, and agencies. Robert E. Wubbolding, EdD, LPC, BCC, Director of Training for the William Glasser Institute (1988–2011), and author of 14 books on reality therapy, has expanded the principles of reality therapy and formulated them in a structured system summarized as WDEP. He has identified 22 types of self-evaluation, and three types of planning: direct, paradoxical, and “as if” planning. His presentations include discussion and demonstration of counseling cases. He has been a school counselor and correctional counselor at a halfway house for women, and teaches reality therapy in North America, Europe, Asia and the Middle East. Available at the exhibit hall are books and recordings on reality therapy applications.

Clarity Diagnostics, LLC  Booth 43
http://www.claritydiagnostics.com
Clarity Lab Solutions is an independent provider of diagnostic testing for healthcare professionals nationwide. We offer laboratory services that go beyond toxicology, with better service, faster turnaround time, and a world-class staff of people that care about your patients. Our medical tests aid in the diagnosis and detection of diseases and the evaluation of disease progression. We offer a complete line of services including DNA Analysis, Pharmacogenetics Evaluation, Toxicology, Metabolic Screening, Wellness Blood Testing, Cystic Fibrosis Carrier Screening, Respiratory Pathogen Panel (RPP), Allergy Tests, and hundreds more. Our products and services support patients, healthcare providers, government agencies, insurance companies and employers. We connect you to services that effectively address your patients’ needs while keeping you on the cutting edge of clinical and diagnostic test advancement.

CNS Productions, Inc.  Booth 71
http://www.cnsproductions.com
CNS Productions publishes award-winning educational resources on understanding, preventing and treatment of Substance-Related and Addictive Disorders. Through text, DVDs, infographics and other products inspired by the many dedicated professionals who work in the ad-
dition field as well as by those struggling with the challenges of recovery, CNS Productions endeavors to provide accurate, comprehensive, entertaining and easily understandable education materials for these communities. CNS Productions promotes over 20 products in its current catalog. Recent publications include *Upers, Downers, All Arounders*, 8th Edition, Beyond Opiates: Evolving Science of Pain and Addiction (DVD and infographic) and Cannabinyzed: Physical and Mental Effects of Marijuana (DVD with infographic soon to be released). Please visit our booth at this conference.

**Cochran Recovery Services**  
Booth 34  
http://www.detoxone.org

Cochran Recovery is our residential mental illness/chemical dependency treatment program for adult men and women ages 18 and over. This program helps individuals develop a chemical free life style and to re-establish mental health while integrating a program of recovery into their everyday lives. Recovery is conducted in a secure setting, while attending to the patients’ medical and mental health. Our program includes psychiatric assessment, mental health counseling and medication management and integrates a support program for patients and their families. Cochran Recovery Services, Inc. is a non-profit 501(c)(3) institution that serves to deliver cost-effective, comprehensive behavioral health services in a secure, stable and growth-oriented employment environment, dedicated to ensure individuals recognize their assets and responsibilities.

**Cumberland Heights**  
Booth 55  
http://www.cumberlandheights.org

Cumberland Heights is a nonprofit alcohol and drug addiction treatment center offering residential and outpatient treatment for individuals ages 14 and up. Our programs are gender responsive and offer expert medical care, family and spiritual services and expressive and recreational therapies. The natural beauty of our 177-acre campus, our state-of-the-art facilities and decades of experience provide lasting healing to those suffering from addiction. Our experienced staff offers a comprehensive education on the disease of addiction and an understanding of the obstacles to recovery through group and individual therapy, 12-Step meetings and family therapy. Our specialists are trained in evidence based therapies such as Dialectical Behavioral Therapy, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, Motivational Interviewing, Family Systems work, Trauma Informed Care and Twelve Step Facilitation.

**Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health & Traumatic Brain Injury (DCoE)**  
Booth 10  
http://www.dcoe.mil

The mission of the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic Brain Injury (DCoE) is to improve the lives of our nation’s service members, veterans and their families by advancing excellence in psychological health and traumatic brain injury prevention and care.

**Elevated Outcomes**  
Booth 33  
http://www.elevatedoutcomes.com

Elevated Outcomes partners with treatment centers that want to strengthen their finances and accelerate their cash flow. This enables them to focus on their patients and programs. We help patients and their families arrange financing and collect insurance payments. And we support them as they pursue their dreams for the future. We collaborate with insurance companies and clinicians to measure patient outcomes, foster best practices, and improve the effectiveness of treatment. We provide Outsourced Services, Technology, and Analytics. Our core services involve Insurance Billing and Management. We recently introduced Patient Financial Support Services. And we are building a Behavioral Health Business Platform that touches upon every aspect of a treatment center’s business operation.

**Evidence Based Services Inc.**  
Booth 13  
http://www.evidencebaseservicesinc.com

Evidence Based Services (EBS) is a consulting company within the field of community-based, evidence-based programs for at-risk youth and families. Evidence-Based Services Inc.’s mission is to disseminate evidence-based treatments, such as Multisystemic Therapy-Substance Abuse (MST-SA; a treatment that includes MST and Contingency Management) for adolescents with substance use disorders and Standard MST for adolescents with conduct related problems. EBS is one of a select few companies helping businesses implement the widely recognized multisystemic therapy (MST) program, Contingency Management, and other evidence based programs with fidelity. EBS is able to work with providers to attain better outcomes. EBS originated in 2006. The principals of EBS are faculty members at the Medical University of South Carolina, where the majority of research for MST has been conducted.

**Fellowship Hall**  
Booth 25  
http://www.fellowshiphall.com

Fellowship Hall is a 100-bed, private, not-for-profit alcohol and drug treatment center nestled on 120 tranquil acres in Greensboro, NC. We provide treatment and evidence-based programs built on abstinence and the 12-step model of recovery. Accredited by the Joint Commission since 1974 as a specialty hospital, we are committed to providing exceptional, compassionate care to every individual we serve. Our staff offers decades of experience and a unique perspective — we understand recovery. Our treatment is holistic, focused on stabilization, education, and the development of a support network to help our alumni maintain recovery. Our growing campus includes a specialty hospital, two lodges, an outpatient center, meditation trail, recreational areas, and healthy cafeteria-style dining. We are in-network with most major insurance companies.

**Genesis House**  
Booth 64  
http://genesishouse.net

Genesis House is a premier behavioral health rehabilitation program located in beautiful Palm Beach County, FL. Our resort-like campus consists of several buildings, a swimming pool, green space, a new volleyball court and other amenities on a luscious five acres of land. We have been providing the highest quality of addiction treatment since 1992 and are fully licensed by the state of Florida. Genesis House is led by a dedicated team of administrative and clinical professionals and we are committed to excellence in recovery services. We have a variety of programs that we offer, and we work with most major insurance carriers.

**Genoa, a QoL Healthcare Company**  
Booth 88  
http://www.genoa-qol.com

Genoa, a QoL Healthcare Company, is the nation’s market-leading provider of pharmacy services dedicated to the behavioral health community and those affiliated with managing the cost and quality of their care. For more information about our on-site pharmacy models, please visit us at www.genoa-qol.com.

**Gobi by Square One**  
Booth 86  
http://www.gobi.support

Gobi is a new online preventive intervention program for teens and their parents. Gobi was designed by clinicians and students to help teens make better decisions around substance use and provide parents research and education on teen using and skills for better communicating. Our target is families who have become aware that their
teenager is experimenting with drugs or alcohol. The program, which runs for 60 days, combines daily assignments, texts and a chat space to reach teens where they live. Our early survey results show that after using Gobi teens say they have better relationships with their parents, they decreased their using, they are better able to manage stress and they are more aware of their choices. For further information, visit us at Booth 86.

Governors State University – Addiction Studies
http://www.govst.edu
Governors State University, Department of Addictions Studies and Behavioral Health, College of Health and Human Services is located 40 miles south of Chicago. Governors State University (GSU) is a four-year public university. GSU offered the first Master of Health Science (MHS) degree in Addictions Studies in the State of Illinois — and one of the first in the entire nation — in 1983. Today, GSU offers the MHS in Addictions Studies online, emphasizing state-of-the-art, evidence-based research and approaches to addictions. GSU’s MHS in Addictions Counseling (offered partially online) exposes students to a wide range of established clinical theories. The MHS program is fully accredited by the National Addiction Studies Accreditation Commission (NASAC) and the Illinois Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Professional Certification Association, Inc. (IAODAPCA).

Grand Canyon University
http://www.gcu.edu/ec/dwight.richmond
Grand Canyon University is a private, Christian university with innovative doctoral programs and a variety of engaging emphases designed for passionate learners in preparation for leadership roles in many industries.

Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation
http://hazeldenbettyford.org
The Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation is a force of healing and hope for individuals, families and communities affected by addiction to alcohol and other drugs. A legacy that began in 1949 and includes the 1982 founding of the Betty Ford Center. With 16 sites across the U.S., the Foundation offers prevention and recovery solutions nationwide and across the entire continuum of care to help youth and adults reclaim their lives from the disease of addiction. It includes the largest recovery publishing house in the country, a fully accredited graduate school of addiction studies, an addiction research center, an education arm for medical professionals and a unique children’s program, and is the nation’s leader in advocacy and policy for treatment and recovery. Visit us at Booth 16.

Hazelden Betty Ford Graduate School of Addiction Studies
http://hazeldenbettyford.edu
The Hazelden Betty Ford Graduate School of Addiction Studies offers the unique opportunity to blend academic training and clinical practice. Students learn from a multidisciplinary staff of clinical leaders, content experts, and research professionals. Faculty members and expert clinicians from the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation advise, guide course selection, and supervise growing clinical skills for each student. We offer three start dates each year in January, May, and September. Programs can be completed in full-time or part-time tracks, and we offer residential treatment in our Center City, MN campus and online coursework. Our programs include: Master of Arts in Addiction Studies: Integrated Recovery for Co-Occurring Disorders (online), Master of Arts in Addiction Counseling: Advanced Practice and Master of Arts in Addiction Counseling. Visit us at Booth 17.

Hazelden Publishing
http://www.hazelden.org/web/public/publishing.page
Hazelden Publishing provides products and services to help people recognize, understand, and overcome addiction and closely related problems. It began in 1954 when Hazelden bought the rights to the little black book, Twenty-Four Hours a Day. Today, Hazelden Publishing’s goal is to publish real-world resources that are accessible for all experience levels and all learning styles. People in recovery can find the encouragement and support they need with books and gifts that inspire lifelong recovery and personal growth. Behavioral health care providers can find resources to build a care plan tailored to client’s specific needs, with state-of-the-art, evidence-based resources from Hazelden. Prevention/education resources are available to create a safe and cohesive learning environment for students, kindergarten through college, with evidence-based resources from Hazelden.

IdeaFinance Med
http://www.ideafinancemed.com
IdeaFinance Med is an exceptional company that specializes in providing billing and financial services for Substance Abuse and Behavioral Health facilities, nationwide. Our services are designed to reduce costs, improve cash flow, and increase revenue of our business partners. From VOB, Authorization and Utilization Reviews, and managing all appeals and denials, to daily billing and weekly follow-up, and implementation of state-of-the-art technology platforms, we can assure our partners that they will increase their “bottom line” between 20–50%. For those with cash flow problems, we offer CASH NEXT DAY Program (Factoring Service). Please, visit our booth for more details. We have some gifts for you! Let’s talk about how you can outsource your billing to IdeaFinance Med, increase your receivables, and... “Leave the worry behind!”

Interactive Health Concepts
https://iasapmobile.com
I ASAP is a SaaS customized application designed to host a 12-week intensive outpatient substance abuse treatment program. It is cloud-hosted and employs a web-based user interface. It is adapted for mobility and servicing rural and/or remote environments. It employs technology to ensure all services, such as interactive videoconferencing and delivery of medical data, are HIPPA compliant. Avatar figures in 3-D are used to represent participants, adding anonymity and privacy. The app has built-in EHR tools that permit client registration and scheduling, and measurement tools to track outcomes and progress. I ASAP is user-friendly, supported on mobile/wireless platforms, and is compatible with all standard browsers, BYOD - including Android and iOS devices, and operates in real time.

International Coalition for Addiction Studies
http://www.incase.org
The purpose of the International Coalition for Addiction Studies Education (IN CASE) is to provide a global forum for the examination and debate of issues concerning post-secondary education in addiction studies, to enhance the quality of training and education in addiction studies, to disseminate professional knowledge and share ideas regarding addiction studies and scholarship in the field of addiction studies, and to develop standards and implement an accreditation process for additions studies programs within and between nations, states and provinces. Members keep abreast of the developments in the field via annual conferences and regional meetings, the INCASE newsletter, the listserv, the INCASE professional journal (now merging with AMERSA), participation in standing and ad hoc committees and issues-oriented task forces.
International Institute for Trauma & Addiction Professionals

http://www.ilitap.com

IITAP offers premier training and cutting-edge educational resources for practitioners who treat people with addictive and compulsive sexual behaviors. Our CSAT® (Certified Sex Addiction Therapist) program is one of the most highly regarded programs of its kind, offering a complete group of training, products and services to enhance your practice.

Intoxalock

http://www.intoxalock.com

Intoxalock is an industry leading provider of ignition interlock devices, or car breathalyzers. With over 1,800 locations nationwide, we make the interlock process simple and convenient. Ignition interlock devices have been extremely effective in cutting down on repeat drunk driving convictions and have been instrumental in reducing the number of alcohol-related traffic fatalities. Intoxalock services over 90,000 customers each year and prides themselves on the top-rated bilingual customer service they provide. In addition, Intoxalock devices are easy to use and are proven to be extremely accurate in detecting alcohol. Intoxalock’s affordable pricing helps make the DUI process less of a financial burden for customers.

Keystone Treatment Center

http://www.keystonetreatment.com

Our treatment programs are specially designed with the unique needs of our patients in mind. We have specialized gender specific programs for adolescents, young adults, and adults because we know that different ages and gender groups respond differently to various types of treatment. Keystone also offers medical detoxification 24/7. We are passionate about helping people overcome their substance use concerns, and we are also dedicated to helping people who are struggling with co-occurring disorders, such as anxiety, bipolar disorder, or depression. We offer specialized treatment programs for patients who are seeking culturally-sensitive treatment in a Native American context, or for those who require comprehensive programming to defeat a gambling addiction. Our treatment programs are based on the 12-Step philosophy. All treatment is delivered in a caring and supportive environment by compassionate team members who make patients’ needs their top priority.

MARRCH

http://www.marrch.org

The Minnesota Association of Resources for Recovery and Chemical Health (MARRCH) is Minnesota’s largest professional association representing organizations and individuals who provide or contribute to addiction care. MARRCH represents more than 75 agencies and over 2,500 professionals and students with members in every region of Minnesota. As a collective body, MARRCH works to educate, support, and guide professionals and organizations while speaking with a unified voice in public policy venues.

Medical Disposables Corp.

http://www.medicaldisposables.us

Medical Disposables is a privately owned bio-medical technology company who supplies the most advanced line of professional CLIA Waived onsite drug tests and infectious disease test to professionals in the United States and worldwide. Medical Disposables high quality lateral flow immunoassay onsite drug testing and infectious disease test kits, produced by an FDA approved manufacturer, reduce critical time in the substance abuse market to diagnose and detect the use of drugs, making Medical Disposables one of the leaders of the lateral flow immunoassay onsite drug test market in the United States and internationally. The company’s global distributor’s network targets the workplace, physicians, correctional, clinical, educational and home drug test markets.

Meridian Behavioral Health

http://www.meridianprograms.com

Meridian Behavioral Health is a leader in drug and alcohol addiction treatment. It is not just one place, or one program, but an entire family of programs addressing chemical and mental health in over 19 safe, caring environments across Minnesota. Because of our large network, resources and multiple locations, we are able to help a diverse range of individuals, with specialized programs for men, women, Native Americans and members of the LGBT community. In addition to residential and outpatient treatment services, we also provide medication-assisted treatment. The goal of all our patient centric, disease based model of care programs is to arrest the active addiction, stabilize our patients and their families, and support sustained recovery.

Metropolitan State University

http://tinyurl.com/metro-ms-adc

Metropolitan State University is a public university in the Twin Cities that offers high-quality, flexible and affordable options in undergraduate, graduate and continuing education. Metropolitan State strives to reflect the area’s rich diversity, build a culturally competent and anti-racist learning community, and demonstrate an unwavering commitment to civic engagement. Options for careers in counseling include the Bachelor of Science degree in Alcohol and Drug Counseling, the post-baccalaureate undergraduate licensure program, the Master of Science degree in Alcohol and Drug Counseling and the Master of Science degree in Co-Occurring Disorders Recovery Counseling. Undergraduate studies are also available in the areas of social work, psychology and human services.

Minnesota Addiction Professionals (MNAP)

http://www.mnap.org

The Minnesota Addiction Professionals (MNAP) is the state affiliate of NAADAC, the National Association for Addiction Professionals. MNAP seeks to promote the advancement of Addiction Professionals by uniting addiction counseling professionals throughout Minnesota. United, we have voice in critical matters relating to our profession, as well as those we serve. MNAP promotes awareness of substance use disorders issues in Minnesota and advocates for standards for licensure and certification of qualified counselors to ensure the competency basis of those who provide addiction counseling.

Minnesota Adult & Teen Challenge

http://www.mntc.org

For over 30 years, Minnesota Adult & Teen Challenge has been restoring hope to people struggling with drug and alcohol addiction. In addition to our effective and affordable short-term programs, and our distinctive long-term faith-based recovery program, we have extensive prevention and transitional/aftercare services.

Minnesota Center for Chemical & Mental Health (MNCAMH)

http://www.mncamh.umn.edu

The Minnesota Center for Chemical & Mental Health (MNCAMH) is a center of excellence designed to improve the clinical competency for treating co-occurring disorders. Funded by the State of Minnesota Department of Human Services, the Center is located at the University of Minnesota, in the College of Education and Human Development, at the School of Social Work in St. Paul, MN. MNCAMH advances the sci-
ence and practice of treating mental and substance use disorders through research, training, and implementation of clinical best practices in co-occurring disorders (COD) and integrated treatment. Committed to program fidelity and clinical competence, our experts develop publications, clinical tools, education, training, consultation, and technical assistance in evidence-based practices. Watch for the release of research-based COD clinical competency certification in 2016.

Mobile Team Challenge

http://www.mobileteamchallenge.com

Recovery is not just about abstinence; it’s a new way of living! Looking for evidence-based training and experiential tools to help your clients develop emotional intelligence competencies and coping skills? Need an idea how to get folks talking in a group session? Our tools will engage the client in hands-on activities that focus on decision making, communication, self-awareness, trust, and many other skill sets that will serve them well in recovery and in life. MTC is an award-winning, recognized leader in Experiential Tools and Education! We are a 20 year old company serving hundreds of treatment centers, corporations, military branches, universities, and schools internationally. Our staff has over 100 combined years of experience in counseling, addiction, and training. Come by Booth 18 to explore!

National Addiction Studies Accreditation

http://nasaccreditation.org

The National Addiction Studies Accreditation Commission (NASAC) is the only accrediting body that represents addiction-focused educators and practitioners. It is also the only discipline specific accrediting body that accredits addiction studies academic education at all levels, including: Associate’s Degree, Bachelor’s Degree, Masters Level Certificate, Master’s Degree, Post-Graduate Certificate, and Doctoral Degree.

National Association of Addiction Treatment Providers (NAATP)

http://www.naatp.org

The National Association of Addiction Treatment Providers, NAATP has been the addiction service profession’s vision, voice, and thought leader since 1978. We are committed to advancing addiction services and supporting our ever growing membership of service providers. NAATP is a nonprofit professional society of top treatment providers throughout the continuum of care. We support our members by providing clinical and operational resources as well as law and policy advocacy. NAATP’s service as a convening body brings the industry together to promote collegiality and the dissemination of best practices. NAATP has two categories of membership: Provider Membership and Supporter Membership. Member benefits include: networking, information sharing, visibility, training, industry news, ethical guidance, policy advocacy, salary surveys, job listings, expert consultations, and ADAO subscriptions.

National Council for Behavioral Health

http://www.thenationalcouncil.org

The National Council’s Mental Health First Aid is an 8-hour course that teaches you how to identify, understand, and respond to signs of mental illnesses and substance use disorders. The training gives you the skills needed to provide initial help and support to someone who may be developing a mental health or substance use problem or experiencing a crisis.

National Frontier & Rural ATTC (NFAR-ATTC)

http://www.nfarattc.org

Booth 61

The National Frontier and Rural (NFAR) ATTC focuses on delivering addiction treatment and recovery services in frontier and rural areas using telehealth technologies with an emphasis on development, dissemination, and implementation of new technologies that promote innovation in the field. The role of NFAR-ATTC is to PROMOTE awareness and implementation of telehealth technologies to deliver addiction treatment and recovery services in frontier/rural areas; PREPARE addiction treatment providers and pre-service counseling students on using telehealth technologies to provide evidence-based addiction treatment services; ADOPT the use of telehealth services by creating national telehealth competencies and policy recommendations; and IMPLEMENT telehealth services through use of state-of-the-art culturally-relevant training and technical assistance activities for the frontier/rural addiction treatment and recovery workforce. NFAR will highlight programs, products and services available.

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse & Alcoholism (NIAAA)

http://www.niaaa.nih.gov

Booth 23

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism exhibit highlights the importance of alcohol research, prevention, and treatment for maintaining the health of the individual, the family, and the Nation. The NIAAA booth features publications appropriate for the public, research findings for professionals and policy makers, and research grant opportunities available for biomedical and social science researchers. A direct link to NIAAA’s Web site will be available at the booth.

New Roads Behavioral Health

http://nrbh.com

Booth 21

Our mission at New Roads Behavioral Health is to foster the development of happy individuals. The people that participate in our treatment programs have integrity. When learning about treatment and the recovery process at New Roads, you will find a great deal of focus on research and we are very results based. They are responsible and self-sufficient, and actively contribute to a better future for themselves and the community. The journey to a healthy life begins with our affordable programs that are specially designed with each of our clients in mind. Young adults challenged with substance abuse, mental health, personality disorders and other psychological and behavioral problems can experience a great deal of pain as they try to face each day. Our motivation comes from hope that every one can have a happy, healthy and successful life with a little help from those who care. Our team of therapeutic professionals aims to help each and every person that enters our rehab facility.

NIATx Learning Collaborative

http://www.niatx.net

Booth 54

Founded in 2003, NIATx works with behavioral health care organizations across the country to improve access to and retention in treatment for the millions of Americans with substance abuse and/or mental health issues. NIATx is part of the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Center for Health Enhancement Systems Studies (CHESS). NIATx facilitates peer networking and provides research, case studies, and innovative tools that encourage use of our process improvement model. This model is quality-driven, customer-centered, and outcome-focused,
and has proven effective in transforming members’ business practices and the quality of care their clients receive. NIATx initiatives work to improve consumer outcomes and advance behavioral health as an essential component of the health care system. Each new project builds upon the success of an earlier one, yielding rich information on how process improvement can transform single organizations as well as complex systems.

NuWay

http://www.nuwayhouse.org

Founded in 1966, NuWay is an industry leader in providing extended care treatment of co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders. NuWay offers medium intensity residential treatment for men and intensive outpatient treatment for men and women. NuWay was the first in the nation to offer the Co-Occurring Disorders Program created by Dartmouth Medical School in association with the Hazelden Foundation. It is our belief that substance use and mental health disorders require equal levels of intervention and to provide a continuum of affordable services allowing individuals to customize their length of treatment.

Nystrom & Associates, Ltd.

http://www.nystromcounseling.com

Nystrom & Associates, Ltd. is state licensed outpatient mental health and chemical dependency clinic. Nystrom & Associates provides integrative care in their 11 clinics located throughout Minnesota. Services include psychiatry/medication management; dual disorder chemical dependency treatment for adolescents and adults; Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) for children, adolescents, and adults; individual, couples, marriage, family and play therapy; psychological testing; adult mental health day treatment; nutritional counseling; and community-based mental health services for children, adolescents, and adults. For more information, visit www.nystromcounseling.com.

One Way Up Enterprises

http://www.sheilaryecharles.com

One Way Up Enterprises provides the services of Sheila Raye Charles and Michael Steptoe sharing their personal journeys through life choices including drugs and a variety of criminal activities culminating in prison terms. Today, they travel the world sharing messages of love and hope at juvenile facilities, recovery groups, prisons and churches. Contact us at info@SheilaRayeCharles.com or 612.876.7964.

Orexo US Inc.

https://www.zubsolv.com

Orexo US, Inc., a specialty pharmaceutical company with a mission to advance the treatment of opioid dependence and support patients. We recognize opioid dependence is a long standing problem and have made a commitment to advancing evidence based treatment.

Precision Diagnostics

http://www.precisiondxlab.com

Precision Diagnostics is an innovative specialty medication adherence and substance abuse monitoring company employing industry leading clinical laboratory technology and robotic automation to ensure accuracy. Precision Diagnostics specializes in quantitative confirmation urine drug testing designed to monitor patients on chronic opioid therapy that can help improve patient compliance and help protect your practice.

PRIDE Institute

http://pride-institute.com

For 30 years, PRIDE Institute has *exclusively* helped the LGBTQ population through substance abuse and mental health treatment programs. Located just 10 miles from the Minneapolis city center, PRIDE takes a holistic approach in serving the LGBTQ population, offering dual diagnosis licensure, 24-hour nursing care in a serene, retreat-like setting with a nationally recognized clinical staff. They offer trauma-informed care specializing in crystal meth and sexual compulsivity programming, with specialty groups such as body image, a sexual health program, HIV/AIDS programming, a 3-day family immersive weekend and PRIDE Sober Support Program. Their treatment program is preferable to “one-size-fits-all” mainstream programs that do not understand or address issues specific to LGBTQ individuals. Contact PRIDE Institute today at 800.547.7433 or www.pride-institute.com.

Project Turnabout

http://www.projectturnabout.org

For more than 45 years, Project Turnabout has been quietly providing an ever-growing range of quality treatment and recovery services that offer real hope for a brighter future to people who are suffering from the overpowering grip of addiction to drugs, alcohol, or gambling. We are a 122-bed inpatient/residential facility for men and women located in the Southwest corner of Minnesota in Granite Falls. We also have outpatient treatment at four offices, transitional living, and sober living in Granite Falls, Marshall, Willmar, and Redwood Falls. Our continuum of treatment and recovery services is designed to provide the right mix of services to fit the needs of each of our patients, offering everything from prevention to detox, to inpatient/outpatient treatment, and transitional living and long-term community services.

Reach Out Recovery

http://www.reachoutrecovery.com

Reach Out Recovery is a non-profit organization whose mission is addiction education, prevention for children and teens, and recovery help and support for the 120 million people impacted by addiction. Reach Out Recovery provides daily addiction and recovery news from 41 news sources. Contributors of exclusive content includes addiction professionals, recovery and healthy lifestyle coaches, authors, people in recovery and family members who have experienced addiction and the recovery journey.

Restoration Counseling & Community Services

https://www.rccsprograms.com

Restoration Counseling & Community Services, LLC (RCCS) provides substance abuse treatment. We treat the chemical health needs of people coming out of the criminal justice system. We serve people with substance use disorders and provide substance use disorder treatment through with sober housing and community-based programs.

Retreat Premier Addiction Treatment Centers

http://www.retreataddictioncenters.com

Retreat Premier Addiction Treatment Centers is a leading provider of comprehensive addiction treatment services providing the highest quality of care for those suffering from addiction as well as co-occurring disorders. Retreat at Lancaster County is a 160-bed facility located on a private 24-acre scenic campus in Pennsylvania. We offer 36 detox beds and 114 residential beds for adults 18 years and older. Retreat at Palm Beach is a 109-bed facility located in beautiful Palm Beach County also offering detox and residential treatment as well as Outpatient services. Both facilities provide a full continuum of care. Retreat works with most major insurance plans, and offers 24/7 admissions and courtesy transportation.
As a nationally recognized leader in mental health and addiction services, Rogers Behavioral Health offers comprehensive treatment for adults and adolescents with substance use disorders and co-occurring mental illnesses. Our proven therapies and individualized treatment plans, which include components of the 12-Step program, help facilitate and sustain recovery. Inpatient withdrawal management programs for adults offer symptom reduction strategies and around-the-clock monitoring for detox in a safe, comfortable environment. Specialized residential treatment for adults with addiction or dual diagnosis is available at the lakeside Herrington Recovery Center. We also provide intensive outpatient and partial hospitalization addiction and dual diagnosis daytime programs for teens and adults. Visit rogershospital.org for more information on our locations and other services for OCD, depression and mood disorders, eating disorders and PTSD.

Rose Hill Center
Located on over 400 acres in Holly, MI, Rose Hill Center is a Joint Commission accredited residential rehabilitation facility for adults with mental illness and co-occurring substance use disorder. Rose Hill Center's psychiatric rehabilitation program is based on the belief that recovery takes place when people receive professional psychiatric care while participating in meaningful activity within a consistent, compassionate, dignified environment. Rose Hill has created a distinct residential program specifically to meet the unique and often complex treatment needs of individuals who suffer from both a mental illness and co-occurring substance use disorder. Rose Hill meets residents where they are and helps them develop a comprehensive treatment plan in which they determine their own personal goals. Each plan addresses physical, mental and emotional goals by guiding the resident through participation in structured programming, therapy, and activities designed to create a foundation for lifelong recovery.

Sierra Tucson
For more than 32 years, Sierra Tucson's longstanding legacy of clinical excellence and compassionate care has resulted in recovery for those struggling with substance use disorder, trauma-related issues, eating disorders, chronic pain, and mood and anxiety disorders. A multidisciplinary team of professionals utilizes the Sierra Tucson Model®, a biopsychosocial-spiritual approach that ensures accurate diagnosis and individualized treatment. Sierra Tucson combines integrative and experiential therapies with evidence-based practices to provide a full range of treatment modalities. Residents receive the resources, support, and tools necessary for long-term change, including one full year of continuing care and a lifetime of alumni services. For more information, call 800.842.4487 or visit SierraTucson.com.

St. Cloud Hospital/Recovery Plus
Recovery Plus is more than our name; it is our mission. We strive to ensure our clients’ recovery, plus show then the benefits of a chemical-free lifestyle. A full continuum of clinical services is offered for youth and adults to provide individualized care by a team of professionals including physicians, psychiatrists, psychotherapists, social workers, chemical dependency counselors, psychologists, nurses, chaplains, registered dieticians and therapeutic recreational therapists. Services range from acute hospital-based medical detoxification to individual therapies including addiction-specific medication management on an outpatient basis. Medically managed detoxification can be accomplished in the acute hospital setting at St. Cloud Hospital, through referral to the local subacute detox facility or on an outpatient basis through Recovery Plus. The level of intervention depends on the drug being withdrawn and individual patient needs.

St. Paul Sober Living
St. Paul Sober Living is a premier provider of comprehensive, well-organized and quality sober living in Minnesota and Colorado. Our programs have been designed to meet the multifaceted needs of those seeking a safe, structured and supportive environment while learning to live a sober lifestyle by engaging in the vibrant sober communities surrounding our homes. We are committed to helping each client in their recovery process while offering them an integrative approach for ongoing health and wellness. PLUS Program (3 phases) for men and women in Minnesota; LGBTQ Program in Minneapolis, MN; and Men’s Programs in Aspen Valley, CO.

Sunspire Health
Sunspire Health is a diverse nationwide network of small behavioral healthcare centers dedicated to a personal approach to care. We specialize in evidence and abstinence-based clinical and medical interventions for individuals and families affected by substance use and co-occurring disorders.

The Helpers
The Helpers specialize in recruiting top talent in the behavioral health field. We are active clinicians who bring organizations and talent together in a mutually beneficial pairing benefitting both parties. We find the talent, screen respondents, ensure requirements are met, set aside those who wouldn’t mesh with your organization, present you with only the most qualified candidates available, and assume the responsibility for maintaining employees. We work with qualified candidates who are looking to make a change in their career, find advancement opportunities and happiness in the work place. For more information, contact us at 612.562.9882.

University of South Dakota
As the flagship liberal arts institution of South Dakota, the University of South Dakota, founded in 1862, has long been regarded as a leader in the region and the state. USD is pleased to offer a number of Addiction Studies programs and courses in a convenient online format, allowing students to study anytime, anywhere. We offer Master of Arts in Addiction Studies, Bachelor of Arts in Addiction Studies, and Graduate and Undergraduate Certificates in Addiction Studies. Call 800.233.7937 or find course information online at: www.usd.edu/online. The Department of Addiction Studies at the University of South Dakota is accredited through the National Addiction Studies Accreditation Commission (NASAC).

USDTL (US Drug Testing Laboratory)
USDTL is a leader in forensic toxicology and pilots the development of objective biomarker assays to effectively use alternative specimens in the analysis of substances of abuse.

Vinland National Center
Since 1990, Vinland Center has been providing drug and alcohol addiction treatment for individuals with brain injuries and cognitive impairments. Our highly trained staff can meet the needs of individuals with substance addictions, mental health issues, and cognitive impairments.
Wayside House

http://www.waysidehouse.org

Wayside House is a provider of chemical dependency treatment and mental health services for women. Wayside was one of the nation’s first providers of gender specific care, and since 1954, has been delivering holistic, evidence-based best practices to help women heal from trauma and addiction. The mission of Wayside House is to “empower women to recover sobriety, identity, home, family, and community by providing treatment, housing, and supportive services.” Our goal is to create healing communities in which women with histories of substance abuse, homelessness, and mental recovery to achieve successful and satisfying lives. Wayside has services that meet women no matter what stage of recovery they are in. Wayside offers outpatient care, residential treatment for women, residential treatment for families, and supportive housing.

Mel Schulstad Professional of the Year

Presented for outstanding and sustained contributions to the advancement of the addiction counseling profession.

1980 Will Foster
1981 LeClair Bissell (Sanibel, FL)
1982 Bob Dorris (CA)
1983 John P. Mulloy (Nashville, TN)
1984 Pete Petree (San Diego, CA)
1985 John Brumbaugh (Columbus, IN)
1986 Dr. Raymond A. Liles (Houston, TX)
1987 Daniel J. Crowe (IN)
1988 Mel Schulstad
1989 Robert Sherman (MA)
1990 Bill Brooks (Indianapolis, IN)
1991 Bill Hairston (Northampton, MA)
1992 Dave Lombard (AL)
1993 Marcia Lawton (Richmond, VA)
1994 John P. Mulloy (Nashville, TN)
1995 John T. Durgin (Manchester, NH)
1996 Tom Potts (Milwaukee, WI)
1997 Eugene N. Crone (Mount Dora, FL)
1998 Barbara Reese (Enid, OK)
1999 Karen McKibben (The Woodlands, TX)
2000 Joseph A. Callahan
2001 Larry Abernathy (Clemson, S.C.)
2002 Dr. Michael Watson (Bamberg, S.C.)
2003 Dr. Mark Frazkoe (Honolulu, HI)
2004 Dr. Jack Buehler (Denton, NE)
2005 Thomas Thelin, MDiv (Leominster, MA)
2006 Thomas McGovern (Lubbock, TX)
2007 Maureen McGlame (Boston, MA)
2008 Amethyst, Inc
2009 Allies in Recovery (Northampton, MA)
2010 Memorial Hermann Prevention and Recovery Services (Houston, TX)
2011 Rutgers University Alcohol & Other Drug Assistance Program (ADAP) (Newark, N.J.)
2012 New Beginnings Adolescent Recovery Center (Opelousas, LA)
2013 McLeod Center (Charlotte, N.C.)
2014 University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Department of Marriage, Family and Community Counseling (Las Vegas, NV)
2015 New Beginnings Adolescent Recovery Center (Opelousas, LA)
2016 Sierra Tucson (Tucson, AZ)
2017 Betty Ford Center (Rancho Mirage, CA)
2018 New Beginnings Adolescent Recovery Center (Opelousas, LA)
2019 New England Institute of Addiction Studies (Augusta, ME)
2020 AdCare Educational Institute, Inc. (Worcester, MA)
2021 Mental Health Center of Greater Manchester (Manchester, N.H.)
2022 Community Association Serving Alcoholics (Hoboken, NJ)
2023 American Foundation for Suicide Prevention (New York, NY)
2024 American Foundation for Suicide Prevention (New York, NY)

WestBridge

http://www.westbridge.org

WestBridge supports the long-term recovery of individuals and families who experience co-occurring mental illness and substance use disorders. We provide residential and community based treatment for adult men in Manchester, NH and Brooksville, FL. In all of our programs we utilize evidence based practices developed by the Dartmouth Psychiatric Research Center. We treat each individual using an integrated model that addresses mental illness and substance use disorders concurrently. Participants are not defined by their illnesses in our community; their recovery is based on their strengths. We meet each individual and his or her family where they are with their illness, and customize personal achievement agendas to fit their needs.

EXHIBITORS

Wayside House

Booth 66

WestBridge

Booth 7

William F. “Bill” Callahan Award

Presented for sustained and meritorious service at the national level to the profession of addiction counseling.

2016 Donald “Frank” Davis (Rosenberg, TX)
2017 Peter Crumb, MEd, CAC (Belchertown, MA)
2018 David “Mike” Macmaster, CSAC, TTS (Middleton, WI)
2019 Eric Martin, MAC, CADC II, CPS (Portland, OR)
2020 Terri Gray (Tucson, AZ)
2021 Joseph A. Callahan
2022 Sandra Farrell, MS, CADC (Mashpee, MA)
2023 Martha Deering, CAGS, LADC I, CADC II, LRC, CRC, SAP (Streubury, MA)
2024 Leigh Kolody-Kraft, LCADC, ICADC, SAP SAC (Florham Park, NJ)
2025 Mary Sugden, CADC II, LADC I (Williamstown, MA)
2026 Carol Bolstad, MATS, LADC I (Hyannis, MA)
2027 Thomas A. Peltz, CAS, LCADC I (Beverly Farms, MA)
2028 Joseph A. Ruggieri, LMHC, LADC, CADC (North Andover, MA)
2029 Maureen McClame (Boston, MA)
2030 Thomas Thelin, MDiv (Leominster, MA)
2031 Terry Shenerman (Austin, TX)
2032 Jack Buehler (Denton, NE)
2033 Thurston S. Smith (Charleston, S.C.)
2034 Dr. Raymond F. Hoit (Weymouth, MA)
2035 John Cates (Sugarland, TX)
2036 Joseph George (Houston, TX)
2037 James A. Holder III (Florence, S.C.)
2038 Barbara Reese (Enid, OK)

Lora Roe Memorial Addiction Counselor of the Year

Presented to a counselor who has made an outstanding contribution to the profession of addiction counseling.

2016 Sandra Farrell, MS, CADC (Mashpee, MA)
2017 Martha Deering, CAGS, LADC I, CADC II, LRC, CRC, SAP (Streubury, MA)
2018 Leigh Kolody-Kraft, LCADC, ICADC, SAP SAC (Florham Park, NJ)
2019 Mary Sugden, CADC II, LADC I (Williamstown, MA)
2020 Rev. Matt Decker, MATS, LADC I (Hyannis, MA)
2021 Thomas A. Peltz, CAS, LCADC I (Beverly Farms, MA)
2022 Richard Greene (Austin, TX)
2023 William F. Callahan
2024 Pottinger, LCDC (Houston, TX)
2025 Mary Sugden, CADC II, LADC I (Williamstown, MA)
2026 Joseph A. Ruggieri, LMHC, LADC, CADC (North Andover, MA)
2027 Maureen McClame (Boston, MA)
2028 Thomas Thelin, MDiv (Leominster, MA)
2029 Terry Shenerman (Austin, TX)
2030 Jack Buehler (Denton, NE)
2031 Thurston S. Smith (Charleston, S.C.)
2032 Dr. Raymond F. Hoit (Weymouth, MA)
2033 John Cates (Sugarland, TX)
2034 Joseph George (Houston, TX)
2035 James A. Holder III (Florence, S.C.)
2036 Barbara Reese (Enid, OK)
NAADAC AWARDS

Medical Professional of the Year
Presented to a medical professional who has made an outstanding contribution to the addiction profession.
2016 Phyllis Prekopa, PsyD, BSN, CRNP, APRN, LCADC
(Hewitt, NJ)
2000 William F. Cote, APRN, LADC, MAC
(Lyndon Center, VT)
2006 Dr. Robert Harmon (Denver, CO)

Lifetime Honorary Membership Award
Presented to an individual or entity who has established outstanding service contributions to the addiction profession and its professionals.
2015 James McKenna, LCSW, LADC I, BRI II
(Worcester, MA)
2014 Claudia Black, MSW, PhD (Wickenburg, AZ)
2013 Jaylaine Prekopa, MSW, CSW, NCAC II, MAC, CEAR, SAP (Bloomfield Hills, MI)
2012 Roger A. Curtiss (Great Falls, MT)
2008 Col. Mel Schulstad, CCDC, NCAC II (ret’d)
(Sammamish, WA)
2007 Darryl Inaba (Central Point, OR)
2006 William White (Port Charlotte, FL)
2006 Marcia Lawton (Richmond, VA)

Lifetime Achievement Award
Presented to an individual or entity who has established outstanding service through a lifetime of consistent contributions to the advancement of the addiction profession and its professionals at a national level.
2015 H. Westley Clark, MD, JD, MPH, CAS, FASAM
(Santa Clara, CA)

Distinguished Service Award
Presented to an individual or entity who has made outstanding contributions to the development, progress, and growth of addiction counseling as a profession.
1978 Jack Hamlin, Charles Hauff, and Jay Renaud
and the American Counseling Association
1983 Charlotte L. Friedlander, Lambda Chi, and Robert H. St. John
1984 Paul W. Flannery, Dr. James C. McPherson, and Dr. Paul F. Schuckitsch
1989 Terry L. Broman
1995 Patrick J. O’Callaghan
2004 Elliot, Nanicks, Dr. Mary J. Hume, and Dr. John L. Gosselin
2013 Col. Mel Schulstad, CCDC, NCAC II (ret’d) and Thomas E. Powell, PhD
2015 Diane Sevening, EdD

President’s Awards
The NAADAC President presents this award to an individual or entity in recognition of a long and continued commitment to the Association and in appreciation for support of the addiction profession.
2016 Eugene Harrington, PhD, Atlanta, GA
2014 David Powell, PhD, Alice Kibby, LISAC, CSACI, and Greg Lovelidge, LCDC, ADC III
2012 Helene Cross, Josh Hamilton and John McAndrew
2011 Kirk Bowden, PhD, Edward Reading, PhD, and Peter Myers
2010 Eugene Cree, PhD, Anne Hatcher, EdD, and Diane Sevening, EdD
2009 Father Joseph C. Martin, Debbie Field and David Powell, PhD
2008 Rep. James Ramstad (R-MN)
2007 Rep. Patrick Kennedy (D-RI), Col. Mel Schulstad, CCDC, NCAC II (ret’d) and Thomas E. Van Wagner
2002 Eric Clapton, Katie Portis
1996 Daniel J. Anderson and Vernon E. Johnson
1993 Thomas E. Van Wagner
1992 Jay Lewis

NAADAC Legislator of the Year Award
Presented to a legislator whose work has demonstrated an outstanding commitment to addiction professionals and the clients they serve.
2014 Rep. Tim Ryan (D-OH)
2012 Rep. Paul Tonko (D-NY)
2010 Rep. Mary Bono-Mack (R-CA)
2009 Sen. Michael B. Enzi (R-WY) and Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-MA)
2008 Rep. Danny K. Davis (D-IL)
2006 Rep. Joe Rahall (D-WV)
2005 Rep. Ralph Regula (R-OH)
2003 Rep. James Ramstad (R-MN)
2001 Rep. Marge Roukema (R-NJ)
2000 Rep. Jeff Bingaman (D-NM)
1999 Sen. Arlen Spector (R-PA)
1998 Rep. James Ramstad (R-MN) and Sen. Paul Wellstone (D-MN)
1997 Sen. Mike DeWine (R-OH)
1994 Rep. Charles B. Rangel (D-NY) and Sen. Paul Wellstone (D-MN)
1992 Rep. Mary Rose O’Kear (D-OH)
1990 Sen. Jake Garn (R-UT)
1989 Sen. David Pryor (D-AR)
1988 Rep. Rod Chandler (R-WA)
1987 Sen. John Glenn (D-OH)

Sen. Harold E. Hughes Advocate of the Year Award
Named after Harold E. Hughes, an Iowa governor, United States senator, and lifelong advocate for treatment, research and recovery, this award is presented to a NAADAC member in recognition of outstanding public advocacy for addiction professionals and the clients they serve.
2014 Sheri Layton, MBA, LCDC, CCS
2012 Michael Kemp, ICS, CSAC, CSW
2010 Gerry Schmidt, MA, LPC, MAC
2009 Michael Wapoose, MSW
2008 Peter Formaz, NCAC II, LAC
2007 Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, NCAC II, CCDC III, SAP
2006 Joseph Deegan, MSW, MAC
2005 John Lisby, LICDC, OCOPS II, LSW, LPCC
2003 Leroy L. Kelly
2002 Jennifer Carr
2001 Martha Alexander and John Avery, MPA
2000 Ray Harris
1999 Robert Miles
1998 Walter Kloeztli
1994 Merrill A. Norton, RPh, NCAC II, CCS

NAADAC Emerging Leaders Award
Presented to one graduate and one undergraduate NAADAC Student Member with the best student addiction research paper on the assigned topic in that year.
2016 Kelsey Henning & Jacobyn Stein

John Avery Staff Award
Presented to a NAADAC staff member who has consistently excelled in his/her position, made outstanding contributions in the area of service and dedication to NAADAC, promoted teamwork and collaboration, and done so with a positive and forward thinking attitude.
2015 Jessica Gleason, JD (Director of Communications)
2014 Mary Keaty (Lead Administrative Coordinator)
2010 Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, NCAC II, CDC II, SAP (Executive Director)

Legislative Achievement Award
Presented to those who have demonstrated an outstanding commitment to addiction professionals and the clients they serve.
2013 Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA) and Lisa Bernhardt, Labor HHS Education Appropriations Subcommittee
1998 Susan Campion, Director of the HIV Division of Hill Health Center and Deborah Volz of Vanguard Services Unlimited

William L. White Scholarship Award Winners
Presented to one graduate and one undergraduate NAADAC Student Member with the best student addiction research paper on the assigned topic in that year.
2015 William M. Barlow, University of Texas in Austin
2014 Young People in Recovery
2013 Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA) and Lisa Bernhardt, Labor HHS Education Appropriations Subcommittee
1998 Susan Campion, Director of the HIV Division of Hill Health Center and Deborah Volz of Vanguard Services Unlimited

Call for Presentations
Proposals accepted beginning October 12, 2016.
Submission deadline: January 9, 2017.
OVER 42 YEARS OF HELPING FAMILIES FIND THE COURAGE TO RECOVER

800.761.7575

Addiction and Co-occurring Treatment

• Withdrawal Management (Detoxification)
• Medication-Assisted Treatment
• Inpatient Rehabilitation
• Young Adult Program
• Extended Care - Changes for Women
• Outpatient - Share Counseling Services
  Located in Bridgeton, Cherry Hill, Northfield, Morristown, and coming soon Freehold, NJ
• The Family Matrix Program™
• Interventions

www.seabrookhouse.org
NAADAC, the Association for Addiction Professionals invites you to its 2017 Annual Conference: Elevate Your Practice in Denver, CO, from September 22–26 at the Marriott Tech Center.

With 300 days of sunshine, a walkable downtown, thriving arts and culture, stunning architecture, award-winning dining, and unparalleled views with the Rocky Mountains as a backdrop, Denver offers an affordable mix of urban sophistication and outdoor adventure.

Don’t miss five days of education, training, networking, and capacity-building with thought leaders in the addiction profession! The conference will feature full-day pre- and post-conference trainings, a two-day SAP training, daily morning and afternoon keynote speakers, breakout sessions, an Awards Lunch, onsite bookstores, an Exhibit Hall, and exciting evening activities! Don’t miss out on this important educational event!

Sponsor, exhibit, and advertise. The exhibit hall will sell out. Don’t be left out in 2017!

Registration opens January 3rd! www.naadac.org/2017annualconference